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Curry
Again Selects Fred
Fornof f as Captain
BY
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BOARD

TRUSTEES

Official Items Gathered at
the Capitol This
Forenoon.
Governor Curry was cleaning up
business at a rapid rate this forenoon
prepartory to leaving for Roswell.
Outside of the appointment of the
Conservation Commission and a board
of managers for the Dry Farm Experiment Station in Quay county, he
has made all the appointments that
follow the biennial session of the legislature. He announced this forenoon
the following Mounted Police appointments :
Fred Fornoff, of Bernalillo, captain;
John W. Collier of Santa Fe, lieutenant; W. E. Dudley of Otero, sergeant;
Fred Higgina, of Chaves; J. B. Rusk,
of Rio Arriba; Leandro Baca of Socorro, John A. Beall of Luna, Rafael
of
Gomez, of Santa Fe; W. E. Griffin,
A.
Sena, of
Santa Fe; and Apolonio
named
last
having
the
San Miguel;'
These
"been previously appointed.
except
are nearly all
that of W. E. Griffin, who takea the
place made vacant by the resignation of Lieutenant Robert Lewis, who
has accepted the management of a
Lewis-wa- s
large ranch. Lieutenant
officer
and usean especially capable
The apforce.
of
the
ful member
merit
made
upon
were
all
pointments

the

Thirty-eight-

h

Legislative Asstreams will

sembly. The following
,r.
gauged on this tour:
Mora, Cimarron,
adian, Pecos, Miembres,
Francisco.

Gallinas,
Rayado, CanGila and San

Good Roads Commission Holds Initial
Meeting.
The Territorial Good Roads Commission created by the Thirty-eightLegislative Assembly, held its first
01
meeting yesterday in the rooms
T .and
Commissioner R. P. Ervien in
the Old Palace, Mr. Ervien, Governor

BODY OF HAROLD

NAPLES IS

Bowers, Commissioner, Washington,
D. C, for blank fish application, which
will meet with prompt attention from
that department. Fill out the blank
so secured, properly, and forward the
same to the Territorial Game and
Fish Warden, at Santa Fe, N. M., who
will take pleasure in giving it the
proper endorsement, and forward
same through the regular channel. It
will be advisable to make these applications at as early a date as

QNDUTY

EXPECTED

GOVERNMENT SUES
TIMBER CUTTERS
Sixty Cases Against People of Grand
Junction, Colorado, Alone Involving Thousands of Dollars.
Grand Junction, Colo., April 3. The
and the
Gibson Lumber Company
John F. Rice Lumber Company, doing
business here and in Montrose, are
defendants in equity suits for over
$60,000 just filed by the government,
accusing them of illegally taking timber from the Montrose district. More
than 60 equity suits have been started
against well known local people as
the result of an investigation conducted by E. Ward, special assistant to
the attorney general. The penalty, if
bonds are not given to indemnify the
government for the value of the timber taken, is one year in jail. The
defendants, the lumber alleged taken
and its value follows: C. B. Carr and
S. R. Curry, 233,000 feet, $3,838; John
F. Fice, 3,925,400 feet, $58,8996; Gib$60,000;
son
Lumber Company,
Charles B. Carr and Gibson Lumber
Company, 85,000 feet, value $9,775.
The other suits involve the same defendants but are for comparatively
minor amounts.

of His Victim.

Mexico City, Mex., April 3. General Gustavo A. Maas, wealthy and
noted as an Indian righter, has been
sentenced to be shot for the murder
of former Lieutenant David Olivares,
with whose sister it is alleged he
Vervas
intimate. The verdict orders" $60
Territorial
Engineer
Curry and
non
being present. The a month to be paid children of the
hoard authorized the continuation of victim for twenty years, and that the
come
the work on the Raton end of the expenses of the Olivares funeral
estate.
Maas'
of
the
out
vari
Camino Del Real, and discussed
ous plans for road improvement.
NAMES OF ASSASSINS
Carey Act Board.
The Carey Act Board met yesterday
PROBABLY KNOWN
afternoon in the same place as the
memberGood Roads Commission, tne
Slayers of Joseph Petrosini May Be
ship of both being identical, Attor- s
Brought to Justice Eventually
attend-inney General Frank W. Clancy
Twelve Men Held.
both meetings. The Territorial
Engineer and the Attorney General
Palermo, Italy, April 3. It is beare today drafting rules and regula- lieved
here that the names of the
tions for the government of the board,
of Joseph Petrosini, chief of
Colorado
adopting and adapting the
Italian
the
Bureau, of the New York
and Idaho regulations to local condBureau are known.
Detective
City
unitions.. A number of applications
men
held in connection
are
Twelve
der the act are already on file and
under
serious suspimurder
with
the
will be considered at the next meetcion.
Wednesing which wil talu place on
day, April 14, when the rules and regWIFE HAS NO
ulations will be adopted.
RIGHT TO RIFLE POCKETS
h

.

Incorporations.

The Cordova Mining Company with
headquarters at Albuquerque, Bernalillo county, filed incorporation papers
today, the capitalization being a million dollars and the New Mexico
agent, Attorney B. F. Adams of Albuquerque. The incorporators and directors are: B. F. Adams, P. A. Bailey, Arthur S. Bixler, George Shade,
J. W. Blackburn and W. J. McKee.
The Staplin Mercantile Company
also filed incorporation papers, the

St. Louis, April 3. A wife, according to a ruling by Circuit Judge
Grimm, has no right to search her
husband's pockets for money. This
was decided in the case of James J.
Dooley, whose petition for divorce
from Lillian C. Dooley was answered
with a cross bill. Dooley testified
that Mrs. Dooley rifled his' pockets
and took money. Her attorney, Paul
Dillon, objected to such testimony,
declaring it was the privilege of a
headquarters being at Farmington, wife
to ransack her husband's' clothes
San Juan county, with capitalization
to
of $30,000. The Incorporators and di- for money, if he would not give it
her.
rectors are Frank Staplin of FarmJudge Grimm overruled the objecington, who is the New Mexico agent;
no right
Albert L. Stock of Denver, Ulysses tion, stating that she had
to get money that way.
L.
Massingill, Mary
Staplin, George
L. Conway, Leon P. Kennedy, Charles
MAN ACCUSED OF KILLP. Voorhees of Farmington.
ING HELD WITHOUT BAIL
Notaries Public Appointed.
Governor George Curry today apTaiban, N. M., April 3. Edward
pointed Mabel Storment of Tucumcari, Harwell, the man who shot and InAlof
Kate
and
Vaughn
Quay county,
stantly killed C. A. Peck during a
buquerque for Bernalillo county.
quarrel on the street In La Lande,
Measurements.
Stream
J. B. Stewart, U. S. Geological Sur- was committed to jail after a prelimvey, Division of Hydrography, will to- inary hearing before Justice of the
morrow evening start on a stream Peace J. P. Dent. The prisoner was
measuring tour of the territory under denied ball A large crowd attended
the direction of Territorial Engineer the preliminary and the killing has
Vernonlj. Sullivan in accordance with aroused a great deal of feeling In this
the stream measurement law passed section.
.

'

day.
Andrews

Working Hard On Tariff
Rates.
Special to The New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, April 3. Andrews is working on the tariff rates
of wool, hides and lumber to make
tliem the same as in tre Dingley bill.
He predicts that the final result of
Republican
representatives signing
duty
petitions will be an
on oil of twenty-fiv- e
per cent in place
of one now being considered.
The
letter is considered to be a Standard
Oil joker.
Clayton (Dem.) implies
trade Demothat if forty anti-fre- e
crats return to the fold, that Cannon
may lose his left hand grip on the
gavel.
Filipino's Objections to the Tariff.
Washington, April 3. Basing hif
objection to the Philippine section of
the tariff bill on the provision which
admits American goods in unlimited
quantity into the islands without duty,
Benito Legards,
resident commisadsioner from the Philippines,
dressed to the House today. He
pointed out that the admission of 300.-00tons of Philippine sugar free into
the United States would not improve
conditions in the islands immediately
because the industry had declined
one-hal- f
during American occupation,
and because China was the natural
market for that sugar. Immediate
benefit might not accrue to the tobacco industry either, he said.
"Had the proposition for reciprocal
free trade been made before the Philippine assembly was constituted,"
said Mr. Legarda. "very little if any
opposition would have been made to
this measure. But today that assembly wishes us respectfully to present
their wishes before this house in order that you who come so directly
from the American people may pass
judgment on the claims over those
who you exercise sovereignty.
"If, instead of the free admission
without limtation as to quantity of
American products into the Philippine
Islands, this bill provided only the
free entry there of agricultural machinery and other commodities of
prime reciprocity (such as cotton
cloth) and which are needed for the
agricultural and Industrial development-of
those islands, or if this bill
provide only for such reciprocal exchange of commodities custom duty
free as would balance the limited
quantity of sugar and tobacco sent
from there with an equally limited
quantity of American products to be
sent from here if such were the provisions of this bill it would be our
pleasant duty as representatives of
the Philippine people to make manifest to thig house their gratitude."
.

0

Naples, April 3. Disappointment
keenly felt here owing to the
news that Roosevelt will not bo able
to spend the expected two days in the '
city. Preparations for the reception '
have been made on a grand scale in
the hope that the former president j
would stay two days and the report "AN
OLD SWEET
that he will be here but a few hours
HEART OF MINE"
caused genuine sorrow.
The Hamburg will arrive on Monday.
Representative Sereno Payne Receiv
Greetings From the Kaiser.
Ing Thousands of Tariff Protests
Naples, April 3. It is doubtful if
From Women the Country Over.
of
Duchess
will
Roosevelt
meet the
Aosta. His stay will be too short.
'
Chicago, April 3. "An old sweetThe prefect of police has ordered a
detachment of picked carbineers to heart of mine" will be Sereno Payne's
receives one of
guard the docks on the arrival of the exclamation when he
from womissives
thousand
the
many
to
on
afernoon
preMonday
Hamburg
tax on
the
vtnt a possible breach of the peace, men in protest against
in a
woman
A
and
stockings.
as well as to stop the importunities gloves
cf the public. Emperor William has department store yesterday, when
instructed the German consul at Na- asked to sign a monster petition,
"I will do more than that. I
ples to greet Roosevelt for him and said:
to present a message of greeting.
will write to him and it will be the
years. The
first, time in twenty-thretime I wrote I said it was the
last
NO NEW ROAD
last and I think he will be surprised
FOR LAS VEGAS when he gets a protest from me."
was

I

Con-gres-

(Continued

On Page

Eight)

Thousands Are
Watching the

Ma-

rathon Contest.
SIX

ENTERED

RUNNERS

Will Cover Over Twenty.Six
Miles for Magnificent
Prizes.

'

New York, April 3. Thousands
watched the greatest Marathon race
ever run when this' afternoon at the
National League Ball Park, the six
greatest runners of the present time
started on the Marathon race, a dis-- I
miles and 3S.1
tance of twenty-siyards. Ten thousand dollars in prize
will be divided among the winners.
Five thousand will go to the winner,
$2,300 to the second, and $1,000 to the
third and fourth. The six world's fa-- i
nious runners who started are: Tom
Longboat, a Canadian Indian; Do- Alfred
rando Pietri, an Italian;
Shrubb, the great English distance
runner; Henri Styves, of France;
John .1. Hayes, winner of the Olympic Marathon, and Matt Maloney who
holds the amateur record. The race
started at 3 o'clock, eastern time.
ST. YVES WINS.
New York, April 3. The $10,000
Marathon was won by Henry St. Yves.

i
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Official Announcement That El Paso
Southwestern and Rock Island
Are Working in Harmony.

Hoffman With Oklahoma
El Paso, Texas, April 3. The story Colonel
Has
Militia
New
several
Again Started On His
recently published by
Trail.
Mexico papers that there was to be
a rupture of the relations existing between the Southwestern and the Rock
Henryetta, Okla., April 3. Colonel
island, and that the former will build Hoffman, with eight detachments ot
a line from Duran to Dawson by way state troops started on the final ato:' Las Vegas and abandon the route tempt to capture Chief Crazy Snake
between Santa Rosa and Tucumcari, this morning.
The scouts yesterday
while the hitter road would run its found where the chief had camped as
trains over the New Mexico Central, late as Thursday, and the hills south
the Albuquerque Eastern and the Rio of here will be scoured In hope of
Grande division of the Santa Fe into
catching the wily old Indian.
El Paso, was emphatically denied this
morning at the general offices of the

-

Strange Jekyl and Hyde Case

ORDER FOR STEEL.
Kansas City, April 3. An order
of 8,200 tons of steel has been given
b the Mexican and Orient Railroad
Company. The rails are to be used
in the construction of a track to connect San Angelo and Sweetwater,
Texas, a distance of 77 miles. Work
will be begun on the track construction the first of next week.
j
This new line of track will bring
San Angelo in direct connection with
Kansas Cit, Kan., eliminating the necessity of going around by way of
Fort Worth, Texas, and shortening
the distance approximately 200 miles.
II also makes a continuous line from
Wichita, Kan. Edwin Dickinson,
and general manager of the
road, said:
"This extension is only a forerunner of future ones by which we propose to connect Kansas City with the
Gulf of Mexico.
BIG

MAIL
Fa- -

in

Mary-vill-

Missouri, wag sentenced

Albuquerque,

N. Mex., April 3.

o

'

.

Re-

Riverside, Calif., April 3. Florin G.
Lee, whose mind became a blank on
December 30, when he disappeared
and was found later working at anew
employment and under a new name,
regained his memory today as suddenly as he lost it. Efforts of the
parents to awaken him had been
fruitless until today he entered a
place of former employment.

TO

St. Joseph, Mo., April 3. Rev.
ther Daniel Pembroke, formerly
charge of St. Patrick's parish at

121
Paso, Texas, April 3. A little
romance which included the elopement of the daughter of the American consul at Chihuahua and an employe of the Wells-FargExpress
Company at Chihuahua, came to an
untimely end Thursday afternoon,
when the eloping young couple were
met at the Mexican Central depot in
Juarez by a detail of Mexican police
and taken into custody.
'
The parties to the elopement were
Miss Eula Martin, daughter of L. A.
Martin, American consul at Chihua
hua, and a young man named Flanna-g!i- n
who is employed in the Wells- Fargo office at Chihuahua as a sec-

ported From Riverside, California.

t

JAIL FOR BLACK

Daughter of American Consul at Chihuahua Runs Away With a Wells-Farg- o
Express Employe.

'

fficials.

PRIEST SENTENCED

ELOPEMENT

SUDDENLY REGAINED
HIS MEMORY j retary.
The two

Southwestern.
Both the contracts by which the
Southwestern runs its trains from
Santa Rosa to Tucumcari, and by
which the Rock Island trains are
brought over the Southwestern tracks
from Santa Rosa to El Paso have
several years to run yet, it was stated,
and there is no change contemplated
in the traffic arrangements of either
toad.
The story that the Rock Island contemplated the construction of a line
from Santa Rosa to Vaughn, at which
point a connection would be made
with the New Mexico Central, is also
declared to be without foundation.
The relations of the Southwestern and
the Rock Island will remain for sev- eral years without
change, is thea
.
.....
statement made by sotttnwestern O-

..

SPOILED AN

ANOTHER RUN FOR
CRAZY SNAKE

to six

months in jail for sending a blackmailing letter to Bishop M. F. Burke,
of the St. Joseph diocese.
Pembroke was suspended by Bishop
Burke following an investigation
which resulted from difficulties between the editor of a Marysville paper and the priest. Pembroke demanded $05,000 for the loss of income,
rent of land, etc., and in the letter
made the threat that he would "expose" the bishop.
The bishop testified today that the
The Filipino people are not ungrateful for what he American government case was decided at Rome in his fahas accomplished and is accomplish- vor. He contended he had the right
ing for them In those islands. In sev under the canon law to suspend Pemeral respects the laws there are as broke.
good as in some of the most advanced
states of this Union.
FIFTY DOLLARS FOR
HIS WOUNDED FEELING
"Congress has always been inspired
in its acts by principles of justice and

wise equity. The Filipino, people bes
lieve that coming before this
with a just cause it will receive
the same measure of equity ,as that
which the American people Vwe always in the past conceded under similar circumstances.
"My firm conviction remains un
shaken that a prosperous and happy
future smiled on the Philippine islands from the moment the Ameri
cans planted their flag there, which

Flint, Mich., April 3. The body of
Harold Moon, the thirteen-year-olboy, believed to be kidnaped and for
whom a reward of $1,300 was offered,
in a wide search was found today in
a pond. The boy had drowned while
skating, as the skates still fastened
to his shoes testified. The father is
in Chicago searching, and unaware of
his "boys' death.
Followed a False Tral.
Delavan, Wis;., April 3., Liiman
Moon, father .of Harold Moon, found
drowned at Flint, Mich., inhere fof--'
lowing a false clue to the where,
abouts of his boy thought to have
The father came in
been kidnaped.
response to a decoy letter slating the
l.oy could lie had following a deposit
of $.100 in a designated spot. The
crazed patent brought a Chicago detective with him but failed to capture
The news of the boy's
any one.
death deeply affected Mr. Moon, who
will start home at once.

RACE

DISTANCE

...

ON

The Philippine Inlands A gain Preparationsfpr the. RecepHeard From h Speech of '
tion Had Been Made on
a Grand Scale.
Delegate Leon.
Washington, D. C, April 3. Mr.
Sparkman of Florida opened the tariff
discussion
this morning before a
binall attendance. It is evident that
the interest in the debates is waning.
Sparkman made an earnest plea for
the restoration of the Dingley rate
on lumber and the imposition of a duty of five cents a pound on cotton
Mr. Kinkaid of Nebraska,
imported.
while declaring he would vote for the
bill urged against taxing those necessaries of life not produced in this
country. The Philippine Islands were
again heard from, when the resident
commissioner, Benito Legarda, spoke
in opposition to free trade between
the islands and America. His views
followed those of his colleague, Pablo
Ocampo de Leon, expressed yester-

Kid-

d

throughout the

Territory. Applications should be made direct to the
Bureau of Fisheries, Hon: Geo. - M.

Been

Drowned While Skating
On a Pond Near Flint.

House Members Are Had Prepared Two
Losing Their In- Days' Fete for
Roosevelt
terest In It
FOR-COTT-

Thought to Have

napped,

WEARSOME

cumcari, and Crecencio Gallegos of
Santa Rosa as the Board of Trustees
for the Quay County Experiment
Farm.
Applications for Fish.
Numerous inquiries are being made
by parties desiring fish from the department at Washington to place in
private lakes, and the various streams PLEA

LONG

MOON FOUND GREAT

Boy

Trustees Appointed The governor
late this afternoon appointed Alexander Street' and Donald Stewart of Tu-

and after careful consideration of
qualifications, it being recognized that
under Captain Fornoff the Mounted
Police have ibeen of great service to
the Territory.
Armory Board Appointments.
Governor Curry today appointed the
following members of Armory Boards
Captain
to serve for four years:
Carlos 'Vierya. of Santa Fe for the
Santa Fe National Guard Armory;
Lieutenant Arthur Bail of Silver City
for Silver" City Armory; Lieutenant DRASTIC SENTENCE
P. E. Dessauer of Las Cruceg for the
TO BE EXECUTED
"Las Cruces Armory; and Lieutenant
Charles Whiteman of Roswell for the General Gustave A. Mass to Be Shot
Roswell Armory.
and His Estate Must Pay Family
-

S

vice-preside-

Rumors of An Uprising In Columbia.
Willemstad, April 3. Rumors have
reached here of a revolutionary outbreak against the administration of
President Reyes of Colombia, in the
vicinity of Rio Hacha. A seaport on
the seaport of the Carribean. General Iguran is said to be the leader
of the uprising.

Aft-

WALTERS-PIERC-

E

COMPANY

er being out about forty minutes the
ASKS FOR A
jury in the case of M. P. Kelly versus
II. M. Bennett, former owner of the
Chicago, April 3. The manager of
defunct
Sun publishing
concern, Murphy Dickinson & Co., local office
brought in a verdict in favor of the said that the debts of the firm would
plaintiff and assessed the amount of be
paid in full.
damages af fifty dollars.
Kelly sued for ten thousand dollars,
FAMOUS SINGER DYING.
the suit resulting from a letter written by Mrs. Bennet to Postmaster R.
Chicago, 111., April 3. Madame
W. Hopkins
which instructed him Modjeska, the famous tragedy actress,
not to deliver any personal or Sun is rapidly sinking. All hope has been
mall to Kelly and Intimating that he j abandoned and she cannot live more
had opened a letter belonging to her. than two or three days.
'

(

young Americans had been
engaged for some time, according to
the story that was given to American
Consul Edwards last night, but they
had been unable to secure the consent of the girl's father. Sometime
pgo he is said to have promised them
that if they would wait a certain length
of time he would consent to their
narriage, but when the time was up
and the father again refused to give
his consent, the young people planned an elopement to El Paso, where
they expected to be married.

BROKERAGE FIRM
SUSPENDED
John Dickinson & Company on
and New York Boards of
Trade, Forced to Wall,

Chf-caci-

o

Chicago, April 3. Announcement
was made today on the Board of
Trade of the suspension of the firm
of John Dickinson and Company,
brokers.
The firm held membership
on the New York Board also and operated heavily.
TWO HUNDRED THOUSAND
ACRES RESTORED TO ENTRY
Washington, D. C, April 3. About
200,000 acres of land have been restored to the public domain which
had been reserved for power purposes in the Salmon river country of
Idaho by the Secretary of the Interior. The lands are now subject to settlement and entry.
INSURANCE ON
CIMARRON LOSSES
Denver, Colo., April 3 Dispatches
received from Trinidad state that the
recent fire insurance loss at Cimarron, X. M., was covered by policies
written in the Hanover, New York
Underwriters and Phoenix of Brooklyn. Total amount is $10,000. The
less is estimated at about 75 per cent.
The policies were written through the
Paul B. Gaylord agency of this city.
;

SATURATED HER CLOTHING
WITH KEROSENE
El Paso, April 3. Nazaria Diaz, a
Mexican woman forty-thre- e
years old,
living in Juarez, Mexico, saturated
her clothing with kerosene and applied a match. Then she rushed into
(he street, screaming with pain. A
ciowd gathered and tried to smother
the flames about the blazing woman,
but she dided.
.
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Merchant Tailoring
now
is
Department
running In a
This is the
shape.
first chance that Santa
Fe ever liarl for our
customers to come into
store
our
and pick the woolens
right from stock, cut
and made and pasted
on a man's shoulders
and fitted from the
liottom of pants to top
of coat, and finished
with best of workmanship, living, and best
first-clas- s

.

te

that money

of

style
can buy. Our cutter,
Mr. Synfy, is not onlyu
but."

tailor,
designer of
his profession and he
is always ready and
willing to aid you to
get the latest cut and
style, as he is familiar
with all the latest de- "Wi Invn Anna
vi
with Eastern
Rway
a

first-clas- s

an expert

r.

' "A?

I

i'J I

to pay and charge to
our customers. Now
you only pay our profit, which is not half as
much as it used to be.
Come right, along, this
department is to stay
and serve ywi for all
the time to come. Ear lier you come the better to select your choice before the best
numbers are picked out.

THE

DAILY

ROUND

UP.

Established 1856.

Incorporated 1903

Suits Filed

In District Court at AXicolasita
Sanches de
lbuquerque
Sanches of Isleta brought suit in the
Second district court yesterday for
divorce from her husband, Juan y
The
Montoya, alleging abandonment.
plaintiff in her complaint says that
they were married August 19, 1S97,
and have three children. F. K. Dun-lavof Trinidad, filed action against
William and A. J. Bclden to recover
$51D and interest alleged to be due on
four notes given at Triudad.
The
Southwestern Brewery and Ice Company was made the defendant today 9
4tfe
in a suit brought by Ullman & Co,,
of Cincinnati, for goods delivered to
C. J. Arnold at Deming, October 19,
1905.
The plaintiff alleges that Ar
nold was manager at. Deming for the
defendant company.
The amount
sued for is $184.50.
i
ney re sorry now captain I.opez
this morning brought in Antonio Martinez, convict No. 2030, one of the
RHEUMATISM, CUTS, OLD
He, with
runaways of yesterday.
SORES, SP'RAINP,, WOUNDS,
STUFF JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
George Cox, the colored convict, apSCALDS, ETZ.,
prehended yetserday and who escaped
G. A. Priedel, Dallas, Tex.
at the same time, will be returned to
writes : "I use Kallarcl'fl Suow
Santa Fe tomorrow and put in close
Liniment lor my family. It
confinement to finish their terms.
is the best Liniment made.
Raton Daily Range.
It relieves burns andscaida.'
Fifty-siTrue Bills The Territor
25c, 50c and! $1.00
ial grand jury at Albuquerque, which
Adjourned yesterday, returned fifty-fciBallard Snow Liniment Co.
true bills.
ST. LOUIS, MO.i
Harvey Ranches Leased The upper Harvey Ranch forty miles east of
Sold and Recommended by
Sunt a Fe in the heart of the Sangree
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
de Ciisto Range, has been leased by
F. i. Warner of Las Vegas, who will
turn II into a pleasure resort. The load whereas on the broad gauge cars
lower Harvey ranch on the Callinas the average load is 180 cubic feet.
Captain Brentlinger, a sturdy
purchased by T. T. Turner of Las
who came to New Mexico from
Vegas hag been turned into a stock
Texas in 1859,' died last night at the
farm.
residence of Don Diego Gonzales.
Death has claimed the young wife
WHEN THE CLOCK
of William Mailan.
HANDS TURN BACK Charles Fisher has bought out the
Ellis interest in the insurance and
From the Daily New Mexican of real estate firm of Gray and Ellis.
The "Alamo" is the name of Santa
April 3, 1889.
Fe's new hotel run by Davis and
Judge John R. McFie took the oath
of office at Las Cruces on Motiday
and began his duties as district judge,
The largest load of stone ever i
shipped into Santa Fe on a single car,
came in last night over the Santa Fe
MENU.
Southern narrow gauge and is to he
used for fence and gate posts at the
Relishes:
There were two
Capitol grounds.
Celery.
hundred and fifty cubic feet in the
Soup:
Mock Turtle.
Roast:
K. C. Prime of Beef.
Turkey and Dressing.
Entrees:
Tenderloin of Beef, Dressed "with
E
Mushrooms.
Charlotte of Apples.
Vegetables:
Mashed Spuds.
Tomatoes' (sliced).
'Girl of Six Months had Fearful
Asparagus on Toast.
Attack of Eczema
Dessert:
Spread All
Lemon and Apple Pie.
Over Her Face and Eyes Began to
Pineapple.
Swell
Scratched Till Blood

Bros. Co.

jjjjeligman

Wholesale anfl RetaH Dry Goofls.

y

We Represent the Following Well Known Lines.
M. BORN

CO

&

FRED KAUFFMANN

jlefls

WANAMAKER & BROWN
HARVARD
KANT WEAR OUT
HERCULES

Why .suffer with
painvhen

BACLARGtSSNOW

MONARCH )
CLUETT f

8NiMNY

)

Ybmi Mens

V

anfl

Boys

Hiity

Shirts anfl Collars

Men's Shoes
Ladies and Childrens Shoes
Corsets
Ladies Waists
Hosiery
Hats
Trunks & Suit Cases

GEO G. SNOW
UTZ & DUNN,
WARNER BROS
MENDEL'S
IRON CLAD
STETSON
A B, C.
TREFOUSSE& Cc

(JRE

Majs to Order Clothini

Kid Gloves

We Carry Only Reliable Linesin Every Department

x

x

PO Box

I

291.

FOR

THE

ma

A

HALF CENTURY

Phone

36

LEADING DRY GOODS:

HOUSE

IN THE

CITY.

old-time-

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN
On notei, diamonds and Jewelry as ow as $10 and at high
Loans are utrictly private. Time one month to or 9 year.
Call and see us befora borrowing,
reasonable.

Win. FARAH

ti

20.
ar

RaUi

at SALMON Store

NATAHN SALMON.
rnons
itore ia Santa Fa.

tan Francisco street.

The largest and the only

te

1BI.

STRAWBERRIES
4TH.

THURSDAY MARCH

Will Continue as they get Better

Came

Winter
V V Southeast Corner

CALL.

Plaza, Santa Fe.

AP SEE

No. 40.

FOR VOUBSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware, Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

S, Spitz

Relieved

in

a Night and

MANUFACTURER

JEWELER

vi

BY CUTICURA

"When my little girl was six months
o a i noticed small red spots on her
right cheek. I did not
pay any attention to
(hem but finally the
spots grew so large
that I sent for the doctor who said it was

ringworm.
scribed an

He

pre-

ointment
which I used for two
weeks, but instead of
helping the eruption,
the ointment seemed
to make it worse. Then I went to a
eecond doctor who after examining the
baby said it was eczema. He also gave
me an ointment which did not help
either. The disease in the meantime
spread all over the face and the eyes
began to swell. I became very anxious.
The itching grew intolerable. I had to
tie the baby's hands to the cradle to
prevent her scratching. The cheeks
were covered with blood and it was a
terrible sight to see. I consulted doctors from September to December, but
they were unable to cure the baby, I
paid out from twenty to thirty dollars
without relief.
"One of my friends told me of the
Cuticura Eemedies and I gent at once
for a set which I began to use that evening. The next morning the baby's face
was all white instead of red and you can
imagine how surprised I was. I cannot
.find words enough to praise Cuticura
and I do not know what would have
become of my baby only for it. I used
the Cuticura Remedies until the eczema
entirely disappeared. The child is now
three years old and quite well. I used
three cakes of Cuticura Soap, two boxes
of Cuticura Ointment and one bottle of
Cuticura Resolvent and I never use any
other soap. I always recommend them
whenever there is a chance for doing so.
I will send you one of her pictures
which she had taken just after she was
neaiea. Mrs. v. k. Jumbin, Sheldon,

13, 1908.'
Cuticura Sop (25c). Ointment (50c.), Rmolvent
(50c), and Chocolate Coated Pain (25c), are gold
throughout the world. Potter Drug & Chem. Corn .
Bole Props., 137 Columbus Ave., Boston.
mailed Free, Cuticura Book on Skin Disease

la., July
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CREAM

&
No

149 Red

Wright
Phone
No 14

w

ORTIZ BROS.
Hack Line

INoTHIS LINE

MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED

MILK

MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

STOCK

Is Fore Complete Than Ever

FRESH EGGS
Telephone

Telephone

1

INTOL RUBLE

AFTER LONG SUFFERING

Grocery Co.

ii

j

CURED

M. V. & CENTER BUTTER

cia

Coronado Cafe

W

FIRST SHIPMENT RECEIVED

j

&

Ditson Tennis Ball

QVtlVPhone
No 14
HARDWARE CO. WJ

Se vices

and
day
NIGHT

Call at the Coronad o
Hotel or Phone Red 98

It Goes Against the Grain

when a man buys Feed and finds
it is of an inferior qaality, He
We Carry the Best Lumber. does tot feel line buying it at the
same place again. We keep our
customers because they know
tiiey can alws ys rely upon getting
the best and purest Horse Feed
that can be purchased hereabout
The beflt Oats and Corn, and the
kind that fatten and strengthens
the animals, and keeps then in
good condition.

HfflB

Sole Agency For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD
Wholesale and Retail Dealers In
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN. POTATOES, SALT St EDS 1
The! only exclusive grain house In Santa Fe N. M.

of every kind tor every purpose. It
ir. all good and sound and the kind
preferred by architect and builders.
DIAMONDS
It can be cut to any size desired and
Is guaranteed to be tree from imperfections and thoroughly seasoned. 'Ask
RIGHT PRICES
your neignbor aoout us. 'rue oesjt.
your neighbor about us. The bset RIGHT GOODS

HFPCrP
pf) liaUlJWli

H. C. YQFJTZ

WATCHES

of

e

MEXICAN

FILIGREE

builders in this section have bought
Lumber from us and were always Eyes Tested and
satisfied with goods and prices.

C. W.

Dtfdtw.

Fitted

By

Method.

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SILVERWARE.

346 San

M8
W

Are hard on delicate and tender faces-Ou- r
line of fine Toilet Goods contains
the correct thing for my lady's toilet.
Something for baby's Tender Skin also.

RIGHT SERVICE:

Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

N. M.

Pays
H'S

PHARMACY

PHONE

NO-21- 8

3'

A PHIL

SATURDAY

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN,

1909.
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DON'T EXPERIMENT.
You Will Make No Mistake if. You
Follow This Santa Fe Citizen's
Advice.
Never neglect your kidneys.
If you have pain in the back, urinary disorders, dizziness and nervousness, it's time to act and no time to
exj.oriiiient. These are all symptoms
of kidney trouble, and you should seek
a remedy which is known to cure the
kidneys.
Doan's Kidney Pills Is the remedjr
It
to use. No need tr experiment.
has cured many stubborn cases in
Santa Fe. Follow the advice of a
Santa Fe citizen and be cured yourself.
Manuel Delgado, 110 Canon street,
Santa Fe, N. M says: "I am glad to
Doan'.o Kidney Pills, as the
cure they effected in my case has
been permanent during tne past nve
vears. I suffered from bacKacne ana
kidney trouble and all the medicines
Doan'8
I tried did not give me relief.
at
Kldnev Pills, which I procured
Strinline & Burrows' drug store quid.
not been
ly beneiiced me and there has
I
attack of the trouble since.
Doan's
of
Kidney
deal
ureat
think a
Pills and recommend them at every

Salve for Burns, Chapped
Hands and Sore Nipples.
As a healing naive for burns, sores,
sore nipples and chapped hands
Chamberlain's Salve Is most excellent. It allays the pain of a burn
fi'.inost instantly, and unless the Injury is very severe, heals the parts
without leaving a scar. Price, 23
cents. For sale by all druggists.
A Healing

Subscribe for the Daily New
and get the news.

GET TO USING
THE
.cONATm..

i
&3
Best

They Are The

For all Coughs and Colds,
Diarrhoea, both in children and
adults, Rheumatism, Kidney and
Stomach Complaints.
There is no more efficient
Liniment
and Medicated Oil
than the

opportunity."
For sale by all dealers.
States.

Remember the name
take no other.

grave,

'

and

Doan's

j

If you have backache and urinary
tioubles yon should take Foley's Kid-i.eRemedy to strengthen and build
up the kidneys so they will act properly, as a serious kidney trouble may
develop. Sold by all druggists.

y

THE INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE CO
OF NEW MEXICO.

New Mexico

THE FORD MOD. T
More Power, Less Weight, Least Cost.

order

hat

our

streets

may
pave?
"To license, or not to license." this
Is a question that is still puzzling
many people. They reason, that the
saloon traffic is here, that it is a dif-aficult and hard problem to deal with,
and that probably it, is the best thing
to make something out of it, to get
a revenue from it, as long as it is
here, or vintil some better way of
License,
managing it is discovered.
a high license, they reason will curtail the traffic, or at least lessen the
number of drinking places, and will
also put some money in the treasury
(never stopping to remember who
pays the license in the end) and so
they conclude that maybe "high It
cense" is the best present remedy.
This epiestion has long been settled
rgn, witll tn(1 w c. t. V. and it will
be ))V al honest people, when they
will take time to put the necessary
amount of thought on this grave
finest ion that it deserves.
"That the saloon is directly opposed to everythng that makes for
individual, national, moral or civil
righteousness is indisputable. That
the saloon is the great national incubator of poverty, vice and crime is
incontrovertible. It. dissipates our
wealth, corrupts our policies, blights
our homes and damns our boys.
I think I could understand how a
humane, conscientious, patriotic man
But
might defend human slavery.
how any man with brains enough to
keep out of the home for imbeciles,
and character enough to keep out of
the
the .nenitentiarv.
. . can defend
loon, is a problem I have despaired of
solving. No many attempt to defend
it, it simply tolerated.
'
It filches more money from the
breadwinner than he spends for food
and colthing and the education of his
It. fills our
children.
orphanages,
poor houses, reformatories, insane
asynims and prisons. Its history is
written in blood. Its raw material is
the BOY its finished product is the
SOT. It makes Heaven poorer, the
burdens of life heavier and the fires
of hell more lurid. Into what home,
in all the world, has the saloon ever
brought one ray of sunshine? Into
how many homes has it brought the
black night of despair?
"
"I believe in scientific Temperance
Instruction," says one. So do I. In
my garden, in which my children play
every day, is a den of poisonous
snakes. By all means teach the children the deadly nature of their
poison. Analyze it, demonstrate ic ny
letting the snake bite a kitten or
puppy, but don't disturb the snakes,
and let the children play on. "I believe in moral suasion," says another.
So do I. By all means talk to (he children aout the danger of touching the
snakes. Get them to sign a pledge
they will not touch them, if you can,
In

pads and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants; good everywhere. We
will sell them at 5 cents in book form.

Medicine!

Com Founded Solely, By

r

hearts?
there no gold that will save their
.
,
turn,
Save the shining gold of the heads
that rest.
Safe on some loving mother's breast?
Must these go down to a drunkard's
Is

50

The New Mexican Printing Com
of
pany has on hand a 'large supply

For Sale by all Druggists and

Central

marts

With something harder than women's

n

These remedies can be found

In

"Cut, we must pave our streets," the
people say.
Ah, can you not pave the broad highway,
With something that is not so white
As the souls of innocent boys at play?
Why can't men pave the business

Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United

INTERNATIONAL.

Dealers

Price

W. C. T. U. N0IE5.

l

we

I

sa-lb- v

r

to every sixty pounds.
(2) Lightness obtained through use of Vanadium Steel throughout.
i'Ji
(3) Entire car built at Ford plant not an assembled car.
(4) Best possible material obtainable used.
(5) Automatic oiling system.
(6) Magneto ignition, a part of car; no batteries used,
(7) Simplicity in design, construction and operation.
(8) Will climb where other cars balk.
car made.
(9) More for the price than any
TOURING CARS, $850, F. 0. B. DETROIT; RUNABOUT, $825,
F. O. B. DETROIT.

(D

One

horse-powe-

r

For Demostratton

EARL MAYS,
E Palace Ave.
Santa Pe, N. M.

102

call Upon

WE CLIMB TESUQUE HILL ON HIGH SPEED
S
..
!n PFR r.FNT GRADE.
--

-

FORD AGENCY
OTHERS DO NOT.
1 1

li

NEWDMEXICO COLLEGE
OF

don't disturb the snakes." I believe in local option says another. So
di; I. Mark off a certain portion of
the garden and say to the snakes, you
cannot come on this ground, but
otherwise do not disturb the snakes,
and the children still play in the
whole garden. "I believe in high license," says still another. So do I.
Kill off a few of the duller, little
snakes and give the larger, more attractive ones the monopoly of the
garden. Don't disturb the big snakes,
and let the children play on.
My friends, would you call that a
sane, safe or reasonable way to deal
but.

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

A
C'vil

school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
and Electrical Engineering and in Household Eco

nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agricul-

ture, coursesn Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
for self support.

For Catalogue and further information, address the President

W. E.
....

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

0J0 CALIENTE
These celebrated Hot Springs are
located in the midst of the Ancient
miles west
'Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
o
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver and Rio
5rande Railroad, from which point a
"daily line of stage runs to the springs.
The temperture of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate
very dry and delightful the entire
.year round. There is now a commodious hotel for the convenience of Invalids and tourists. People suffelng
irora consumption, cancer, and other
contagious diseases, are not accepted.

HOT SPRINGS.
the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
world. The efficiency of these waters
has been thoroughly tested by the
miraculous cures attested to In the,
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheu-

Bar-.anc-

matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'?
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $15 per week;. $50
Stage meets Denver
per month.
trains and waits for Santa Fe train
This resort Is attracupon request.
tive at all seasons and Is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Callente
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
reach Ojo Callente at 5 p. m., .'the
These waters contain 1.62G.24 grains same day. For further particulars
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address
'.

ANTONIO JOSEPH.
'

;

Proorietor

Ojj Call MlU, Ta 01 County.

N
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with a den of snakes? Can you point
out any difference between the snakes
and the saloons? You may say "God
made the snakes and they must be for
some purpose, and they wont.' hurt
you if you let them alone, but if you
love your children, ..you are bound to
destroy them all. The same with the
saloon from the groggery to the gorgeous down-tow- n
saloon, cafe, and
hotel grill room, the latter are the
starting point and therefore the most
dangerous.
A
on the levee was visited by some white ribbon crusaders
and asked if he would not close his
place." He said: "What do you women come to me for? Do you not
know that this is the place we punch
their tickets to hell, for the last time?
When they have come this far they
will go "on to the end of t he line. Why
before
don't you stop them
they board the train?"
Is not this all true? The question
is what are we going to do about it?
Sit down and fold our hands and say
"well it has been going on a long
time.. it. is too big for us to try to overcome, it will take a lot of time and
hard work and education, etc., and 1
will wait a little and see how It Is all
going to come out." Is that the way
you would proced to exterminate a
den of poisonous snakes or any other
evU thln that toes maim, and crip-tj- j
dive-keep-

nip-tow-

n

SANTA FE, N.

PAGE THREE

II
a otind.
Sure enough, next to the
sned was a black shadow creeping
slowly along. Recognizing as he supposed his nightly
ilersch
visitor,
shouted, "Half! Who are you?" No
answer, and again he called out, "If
you don't answer, I'll fire."
Instead
of replying, the crouching figure kept
creeping nearer and nearer. In desperation Ilersch pulled the trigger.
Fang! Dang! Dang! bellowed the six- -

pie and destroy as you know the saloon does? You have only to find out
your duty and do it to the best of
your ability. That is all that will be
required of you when the books are
balanced above, but that much will
be required of yon, if you don't want
to go into "the red."
"Time's up" if you want, to help in
this greatest work on the face of the
earth. The harvest is while and reapers are needed." The trouble is that,
we cannot crowd the work of a lifetime in the last few years of our
lives. The day that is gone cannot be
made up for today. This day we
have and its duties, if we miss it, it
iii gone forever.
Next Tuesday will be regular meeting day for thu W. C. T. V. Let every
member come and bring along some
new members.
Our Santa Fe C'ulon
ougt to number more than loo members at the .very least, and we only
We
have about half that number.
know this Is a matter of interest to
every home in the town, and the women in every home ought to be members of this organization, no other
reaches
club, no other organization
out in as many ways to help the
world to a better day.

Ia-g-

e.

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"The Weit Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department,
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

m

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for coilege or for business life, (treat
amount of open air work. Hcalthle.t location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
n the beautiful Pecos Valley
the garden
Went
of
of 3,700
an
elevation
at
the
spot
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officersand Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern In all respects,
REGENTS E. A. Gaboon, President; W
O, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, aud W
A Fllyan
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

TEN YEARS FROM NOW
Clipped From the Columns "ofthe
Martian News, Published On the
Planet Mars.

''"('';'

Special Flash Correspondence to Ttie
News.
Santa Fe, X. M., U. S. A., Earth,
March 2fi. I91!i.
When Engineer Sullivan, who yesterday returned from the planet Mars,
as today asked for an interview he
was still in a dazed condition, prob-rblhaving gotten hold of something
on the planet that did not agree with
him. Finally being made to understand what was wanted he gave out
the following which he had written
it: the Martian language (how he did
it
we
do not. believe he himself
knows), which we have had translated:
The principal system of irrigation
as well as the most economical one is
conduit system.
tlx underground
These small conduits are laid about
IS inches below the surface and about
coil tile in the conduit is
a
h id
porous one. These conduits
are connected to a pressure conduit
then the
a valve and a meter,
valve is opened and the water is
forced by its pressure out through the
porous part, the meter registering the
exact amount used. Extensive niltl-vatioof soil mulches is required by
law and the duty of water is so high
that, ten years ago we would scarcely
have believed it could be possible
One of the greatest inventions on
the planet i what is called the electrical storage absorption ; tank. By
means of a reflection glass, the heat
rays from the sun are collected and
the
reflected into he tank where
electricity is absorbed. All power is
generated from these storage absorption tanks. One (!x(i tank will absorb
in six hours of direct: sunshine enough
electricity to run twenty
lights for thirty hours, or develop 5 horsepower for 12 hours.
All trains are run by electricity and
nearly every family has his own light-Ib. heatina: and newer system. Most
of the water for irrigation is pumped
some wells are drilled as deep as a
half mile aud water is raised out of
wells to a deuth of 1,0(1(1 feet by a new
kind of a pump which is worked sini
ilar to a steam injector, only compressed air is used in place of steam.
The air is compressed from electrical
power. Generally speaking, it is considerably colder there than here, owing to the greater distance from the
sun." The electrical absorption tanks
by absorbing all electricity have done
jiwnv with electrical storms and no
one is ever now si ruck by lightning.
If we could get the secret of these
a
absorption tanks, they would make
Terri-tow- .
Sunshine
great success in the
.revolntionizine things here in

r..-.-

r

Superintendent.

V

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

y

one-thir-

shooter. As an echo came an; unearthly agonizing yell, piteous enough
to make any one shiver. "I've killed
him,", yelled Ilersch and forthwith he
rushed to where his victim lay.
Ilersch won't tell what aid he rendered his unfortunate target, but it
has leaked out that nonie one in Santa
Fe is minus a great big black cat
and that flersih's burglar is still at

ALBUQUERQUE
Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
one for women.
It has a faculty of sixteen instructors, especially educated and trained for their respective departments. Its students are yearly increasing
in

numbers.

d

VE SCHOOLS

,

I

College of Letters and
Sciences, Engineering,
Education, Preparatory
Commercial.

ROOM AND BOARD AT THE

BRSITY

TTNTrV

'at reasonable rates
Address President W. G. TIGHT,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

V

5 Greater Kind

Circus

Tuesday April 6

n

MENAGERIE

- MUSEUM)

AND
THE

BIG

general.
Sullivan says that he intends to
appeal to the legislature for a large
appropriation so that he can make
another trio to Mars and learn the
desired secrets.

GLEANINGS BY A
PERIPATETIC PEN
The Grain Man and the Burglar
For many nights past Leo Hersch,
the well known and popular grain
man, has been annoyed by the actions of an unknown man who has

Giant Performing

K4.

seen each evening prowling
around his residence. Immediately
after noticing the man on the first,
night, Hersch determined to be prepared for emergency and at once arm-e- d
Hersch
himself with a
says he would not have done this but
that, the family cook had informed
him that she too had been annoyed by
the .man who persisted in following
her. when she left the Hersch residence for her home each night, and
he (Hersch) did not. iutend to lose
such a valuable household appendage.
Cooks are scarce enough as it la,' said
l e.
So ever since Hersch has been
laying for the mysterious nocturnal
marauder, expecting thai at any time
the fellow might enter the house unawares. Last night, a few hours after
supper and just previous to the time
for the cook to leave for her home,
Hersch was called to the kitchen by
the cook, who in groat terror inform-ehim that the man was In the rear
of the house near the shed. Pulling
out the
Hersch boldly
put the back door and looked
been

1

I
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500 Great Big Circus Stars 500
A WHITE CITY OF PERFECT
NOVELTIES of RARE EXCELENCE
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THE MOST ATTRACTIVE
EVER
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ROYAL'S
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MARVELS

GREAT NUMBERS
PARADE of MARVELOUS BEAUTY
Two Performances Daily at 2and 8P. M.
CLOWNS

IN

DOORS OPEN ONE HOUR EARLIER

See the

Animals

and Hear the Big Band
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Mexico. It is cent to
The New Mexican is tho oldest newspaper In New
and has a large and growing circulation
tTery postofflce in the Territory,
and
progressive people of the Southwest.
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PROPER ASSESSMENTS.
The problem of assessing city )ro-ritis a vexed one not only in Now
Mexico but elsewhere. Therefore
ry new ylan that is advocated and
neems at all reasonable is worthy of
some study. At Easton, Pennsylvania,'" the city council has adopted the
following plan:
Appraise the land at full value per
foot front, making due allowance for
depth, according to a fixed schedule.
the value of the
Add to this one-haThis
gives one result
Improvement.
the assessment.
on which to make
Also multitly the gross rents in various sections of the city by the following units: Residences in residence
sections by eight units, business prop-eiiie- s
in residence sections by nine
MAKING

lf

units, residences in business sections
by eleven units, and business properties in business sections by twelve
units. This would give another result
en which to base the assessment.
Compare both results and take the
higher result for the assessment, provided it is not more than 20 per cent
in excess of vhe lower; but in no
case should the assessment be less
than the land value. In making up
this scheme it was considered that
the nronertv owner in the business
section would
be satisfied with a
smaller per cent on his investment
annually than one in the residential
or outlying sections.
A great many cities were communicated with in connection with the
tudy of the subject of assessments
and several interesting replies received. One writer suggests as an objection to the Easton plan that one
roperty owner is able to rent his
luilding to a better advantage than
a i? other; but in the majority of cases
the plan was commended. From
Beatrice, Neb., it was reported that
the counties of that state elect assessors for a term of four years. The
first year an appraisement of all real
estate must be made on the basis of
its cash value, which appraisement
remains during the four years, except
1

Is made for new buildings and other improvements as these
r.re erected. The writer believed that
nil assessor in that state who did the
work allotted to him according to
law and his oath, would have to
change his residence immediately after making an assessment. He recommended a method which he believes
is one employed in Switzerland, in
which each person is required to list
his own property, with th eknowledge,
that the state is privileged to purchase it at 10 per cent over his valuation. Lexington, Ky., reports that an
annual assessment of personalty and
a quadrennial assessment of realty is
made by the asessor at a fair cash
valuation, subject to revision by the
board of
Spokane,
equalization.
Wash., reports the property assessed
r.t CO per cent of its valuation; the
v.ork of the assessors being reviewed,
and revised by a board of equalization. In Philadelphia, the actual market value is the nominal basis of assessment; the assessors keeping a list
of all sales and being thus enabled to
obtain a very good idea of the market
values. In practice it is customary
to allow a small deduction of about
10 per cent from full values. Vacant
lets are assessed at full value. Mayor
Davison, of San Jose, Cal advocates
assessing all vacant lots at full value,
saying that nany rith estates are
holding those in the business section
of the city waiting for land values to
be increased by the progressiveness
of others. Topeka, Kan., works under
a state law requiring all property to
be assessed at full value. In Butte,
Mont, assessments are made by
under a state law at
about 50 per cent of real values. An
effort' is being made to so alter the
laws that asSesdnients shall be made
officers.
In Sacramento,
Ky local
Cal, properties are assessed on a
basis of about 60 per cent, the value
o the lot and that of the improvements' being computed separately. In
Wichita, Kan., both real and personal
property is assessed at full value and

that allowance

coun-assessb-

the results are reported satisfactory.
However, Mayor Graham favors an
amendment enabling Kansas cities to
sell any property at assessed value
if the owner Is dissatisfied at his assessment.
Helena, Mont., reports
that the real value of property In
that city is about $30,000,000, but it is
pssessed at $11,650,000. She is seeking a better system. City Clerk Baker, of Sedalia, Mo., writes that "the
taxation question is worrying all of
Missouri;" that there is no uniformity
of assessment and a remedy Is hoped
for from the present legislature.
Springfield, Mass., reports no trouble in. assessing at their full value both
Improved and unimproved properties.
1.
Minnesota the state law requires
that property be assessed at full
.

.

,

commonwealth or county or munici-- '
pality being honest with themselves.
A certain amount of taxes should and
must be raised to meet current expanses and the cost of improvements,
if the assessment is low, the tax rate
necessarily is high; if the assessment
is high, then the tax rate can be reduced so that in the end the man
owning a thousand dollars worth of
real estate pays as much in dollars
and cents under one method as under
the other, the disadvantage of the
former method being that a high tax
rate more than a high assessment
rate, prevents capital from investing
in real estate. Unfortunately too, the
bulk of the taxation falls mostly upon
real estate and business enterprises
and not upon personal property which
is more evasive and subtle when it
comes to assessment. But the only
correct and just method to all, it
seems, is to assess all property at its
full market value and then adjust the
tax rate to this condiiton. To assure
full
valuation, give the assessing
board the authority within certain
limitations, to buy all real estate at
the assessed value plus a certain per
ceutaae added for a reasonable profit,
a plan that is successtul in Switzer-and.

!
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STATEHOOD AND WATER
RIGHTS.
The El Paso Herald is of the opinion that "A certain element in New
Mexico is advocating statehood in order that the irrigation laws of the
United States and the existing contracts controliug the Rio Grande reclamation project can be violated and
fiouted with impunity.
Statehood is
never likely to come under such conditions and the authorities at Washington will not be allowed to rest in
ignorance as to the real meaning of

certain recent legislation enacted at
Santa Fe." The Herald argues from
wrong premises for even as a state,
New Mexico will have no right to violate federal law that is consistent
with the United States Constitution
and can not break or violate valid
contracts. But if New Mexico is to
be denied statehood because as a
state it would protect the property
and constitutional rights of its citizens, then let statehood be denied forever. New Mexico would not be deserving of statehood if it should
to any abridgment of constitutional or property rights of the humblest of its citizens, a consent, by the
way, which it could not give.
However, the New Mexican is in receipt of letters from various parts of
the territory, commending the territorial administration, for the stand it
is taking in permitting citizens of
northern New Mexico to appropriate
what is their own. Says a letter from
Taos received today and it is expressive of the general sentiment: "I am
pleased to see that the territorial engineer will hereafter not withhold
from the people of the upper Rio
Grande the right to the use of its
So palpably unjust was the
waters.
opposite course seemingly required by
the Reclamation Service that this
stand taken by the Territorial Engineer deserves the thanks of all north
central New Mexico. Mr. Sullivan is
light. On several occasions I have
felt that New Mexico was fortunate
in its engineer. In this one thing a
vast amount of good is going to be
done, Toss up a hat and let us now
start in to upbuilding."
Another engineer and capitalist
writes: "I am of the opinion that
when Washington and the East see
that we are alive to protect the vital
interests of his territory and develop this country by the best kmd
of farmers from the eastern states
it will be an additional argument for
statehood."
While apparently there can be no
conciliation between the Reclamation
Service and the contentions of the
water users on the upper Rio Grande,
these differences are only apparent
and disappear when the character of
the Rio Grande Is considered, for the
RIo Grande and Its tributaries in Taos
and Rio Arriba counties are different
streams from the Rio Grande at the
Elephant Buttes. The Rio Grande of
the Elephant Birttes might more properly be said to rise at the head waters
of the Rio Puerco than to rise in Colorado. No matter how much of the
waters of the Rio Grande are used in
Colorado and Taos, Rio Arriba and
Santa Fe counties, the flow of the
stream at the Elephant Buttes will
con-pe-

not be affected seriously and permanently thereby and the restrictions
upon irrigation enterprises north of
1
Albuquerque are therefore not onlyj
unnecessary but absurd and can not
stand in the courts when brought to
alue.
the
final and the highest test.
It seems after all a question of a

MEXICO IS LEARNING.
One of the reasons for the materl.il
success of the Diaz administration of
the neighboring republic lies in the
fact that the authorities of Mexico
are rapid to adopt and to adapt the
ideas that are making for success in
the United States, aiiu if possible,
going even a step or two in advance
of their operations in this country.
Seeing the great benefits conferred
act, Mexico
by the Reclamation
adopted immediately a policy of subsidizing irrigation enterprises. This
policy is having the effect of strongly
sfimulating land reclamation work in
different parts of the country. An
irrigation subsidy law was passed by
tne Mexican Congress nearly a year
ago and an appropriation of 23 million
dollars made to pay as bonuses to
persons who put lands under Irrigation. As a means of still further encouraging this development of the
r.ntural resources of the republic an
agricultural bank was created through
which loans may be made on the most
reasonable terms to individuals nnd
concerns for the purpose of constructing, irrigation works.
In jrder that promoters of irrigation enterprises may obtain the benefit of the subsidy law they must operate under a government concession.
Since the new law went into effect
there has been a flood of applications
for concessions for the establishment
of irrigation work in different parts
o fthe country.
Many of these applications have been granted and the
work of carrying out the projects is
in progress.
The fact that the law
permits the government to pay a sub- sidy of $23 per acre for such land
as may be reclaimed makes it especially attractive for their capital. It
affords a new opening for the investment of American money and the
opportunity is being taken advantage
of by a number of persons from tiie
United States.
One of the largest irrigation projects now in process of accomplishment in Mexico is the utilization of
the water of Lake Chapla for the irrigation of about half million acres of
bind in the immediate vicinity of that
The concession for
body of water.
this great enterprise has been granted
bj the federal government to Man-- I
uel Cucsta of Guadalajara, and it is
said that he is organizing a company
to carry out the plans for the construction of a great system of canals
and ditches. The water from Lake
C'hapala will be lifted by means of
powerful electric pumps. The electric power for this purpose, according to present plans, will be obtained
fiom a hydro-electriplant to be installed on the Santiago river near
Guadalajara.
In the plateau region of the more
t orthern part of the
country and
all the way to the United
States border, irrigation has been carried on, in a way, for centuries. There
now are a number of large and modern system of water distribution, but
for the most part the work is accomplished by natives, who still sling to
the ancient methods of lifting the
water from wells, streams or reservoirs by various kinds of cumbersome wheels.
These primitive implements are made of wood, roughly
hewn, and usually put together with
wooden pegs or tied with fiber. They
are operated either by man or horse
power. In most cases one or two
natives to each wheel do the water
luting by the exercise of their legs
pnd arms.
These will be replaced by modern
methods and devices and New Mexico and Arizona bordering on Mexico will have to keep moving rapidly
in order to maintain their lead of
the states of the neighboring republic
Meximmediately adjoining them.
ico, in its irrigation enterprise, has
even succeeded in obtaining from the
federal government part of the waters
of the Rio Grande river entirely within New Mexico, and undoubtedly will
roach out for more in time, if its success in the first attempt is permanent.
c
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The old fashioned way of d6slng a
weak stomach, or stimulating the
heart or kidneys is all wrong. Dr.
Siionp first pointed out this error.
This is why his prescription Dr.
Snoop's Restorative is directed entirely to the cause of these ailments,
the weak inside or controlling nerves.
K isn't so difficult, says Dr. Shoop,
to strengthen a weak .stomach, heart
cr kidneys, u. one goes at, it correctly.
Each inside organ has its controling
When these nerves
oi' Inside nerve.
fail then those organs must surely
falter.
These vital truths are leading druggists everywhere to dispense
find recommend Dr. Shoop's Restora-- ,
tive, Test it a few days, and see!
Improvement will promptly and surely
follow,
Sold by Stripling, Burrows &

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Serial 0401.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., March 12, 1909.
Notice Is hereby given that Ignacio
Trujillo of Coyote, N. M., who, on
August C. 190C, made homestead enof N. E.
try No. 9744, for S.
of S. E.
and N.
of Section C,
Township 22 N., Range 3 E., N. M.,
1-- 2

4

1-- 4

FIRST

THE

j

1909;

has filed notice of Intention to maker
final five-yea- r
proof, to establish claim-tthe land above described, before
the probate clerk at Tlerra' Amarilla,.
N. M., on April 20, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses: Nestor Martinez and Juan Manuel Velas-queof Coyote, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
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Co.

Th New Maxican printing company
In 1171
The oldest tonkin Institution In New Mexico, Established
has ready and for sale
and
correct compilations of the territorial 9 RU.--ua
JOHN H, VAUGHN,, Cashier.
j. pAL.cn. rretioeni.
incorporation laws, price 75 cents, of
LEVI A. HUGHE1. Vca Fret dent.
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
the territorial road laws, pprlce 50
Assistant Cashier
cents, and of the territorial mining
laws, price 50 cents per copy, Th38
Can he purchased by applying in per. i.
M
if n nr..
undivided Profits, $13,609,
son or by mall at the office of the
Surplus una1
company.
e

Transacts

For Constipation.
Mr. L. H. Farnham, a prominent
ct:uggist of Spirit Lake, Iowa, i'ays:
''Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablets are certainly the best thing
on the market for constipation.'" Give
these tablets a trial. You are certain
to find them agreeable and pleasant
if. effect.
Price, 23 cents. Samples
free. For sale by all druggists.

i

jencril banklna. business

a

all

in

branches.

Ita

money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal
late- -l

security. Buys and sella bonds and

stocks

In all

I Its customers.. Buys and sella domestic and foreign

Loans

and

co!- -

i

markets far
and

exchange

4

r makes telegraphic transfer of money to all parts of the- - civilized
I world on as liberal terms ac are given by any money transmitting
t agency, pubMc or rlvate. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rat

t

The New Mexican Printing Company is prepared to furnish cards de
site or ladies and for gentlemen on
short notice in first class style at
reasonable prices, either engraved or
Call at the New Mexican
printed.
Printing Company.

S
k

cent per annum, on alx months' or year's time. Liberal
advances made on cons'gnments of livestock and products. The bsnk
jxecute alt orders or Its patrons In he banking line, and alma ts
xtenJ t thrn. aa .Ibtrcl treatment In all respects, aa Is consistent
with safety and the principles (1 sound banking. Safety deposit boxes

of t!)ree per

for rent. The patronage

"One Touch of Nature Makes the
Whole World Kin."
When a rooster finds a big fat
worm he calls all the hens in the farm
yard to come and share it. A similar
trait of human nature is to be observed when a man discovers something exceptionally good he wants all
Ms friends and neighbors to share the
benefits of his discovery. This is the
fcuch of nature that makes the whole
world kin. This explains why people
who have been cured
by Chamberlain's Cough Remedy write letters to
the manufacturers for publication,
that others similarly ailing may also
use it and obtain relief. Behind every one of these letters is a warm
hearted wish of the writer to be of
use to someone else. This
remedy is
for sale by all druggists.
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ths publ
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DUDROW & 10NTENE
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND

EMRALMERS

Black and White Hearse.
ALL KINDS OFSPICTURE IFRAWIN6'
106

The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
wirk we turn out. Try our stock once
alfcl you will certainly come again.
We have all the facilities for turning
out every class of work, including one
of the best binderies in the WTest.

Palace Avenue.

Elks' Hall.

14Z

Telephone

1

Night

Houee,.

THE PALME HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Pf opt.

One of the Rest Hotels iritiieWest!

During the spring every one would
be benefited by taking Foley's Kidney
r.emedy. It furnishes a needed tonic
to the kidneys after the extra strain
of winter, and it purifies the blood by
stimulating the kidneys, and causing
them to eliminate the impurities from
it. Foley's' Kidney Remedy imparts
ne'w life and vigor. Pleasant to take.
Sold by all druggists.

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Washington Avenue
AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN;

Engraved cards devised and wedding invitations a specialty at the
New Mexican Printing office. Any
one standing in need of such will do
well to call at this office and examine
samples, style of work and prices.

HOTEL
J.E LACOME

Foley's Honey and Tar is a safeguard against serious results from
spring colds, which inflame the lungs
Avoid
and develop into pneumonia.
counterfeits by insisting upon having
the genuine Foley's Honey and Tar.
The reports of dullness in trade at wrjlch contains no harmful drugs.
Albuquerque, at Las Vegas and even Sold by all druggists.
f t Raton, although in the latter city,
business is picking up, is merely the
It is an admitted fact that real esrecurrence of a dull season such as
financial men and merchants all
tate,
New Mexico towns must be prepared
that
say
quickest and best results are
for from time to time as long as agricultural development is in its infancy. obtained by advertising in the New
,.
Mexican.
Fortunately, Santa Fe is exempt this
time from the depression which
Sir. F. G. Fritts, Oneonta, N. Y.,
sc;ems, to be confined to very limited
portions of central New Mexico, for writes: "My little girl was greatly
f"om eastern and southern counties of benefited by taking" Foley's Orino Lax.
the territory there are reports of ever ative, and I think It Is the best rem-erfor constipation and liver trouincreasing prosperity. Santa Fe is
fortunately situated in that it never ble.'" Foley's Orino Laxative is best
is seriously
affected by untoward for women and children, as It is mild,
t?ade conditions elsewhere but as it pleasant an deffectlve, and is a splengrows and expands, there are bound did spring medicine, as it cleanses
to come setbacks and periods of dis- the system and clears the complexion.
This is the history of Sold by all druggists.
couragement.
and even great
community,
every
cities like Omaha and Kansas City
have not been exempt.

Proprietor
Postal Telegraph Office

"4;

Commodious Sample l(otm

Long Distance Telephone Station:

Steam Heated: Electric

.

Lighted, Every Room

FIRST CLASS UAFE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One.

:

FREES THE BUTTON WE

DO

THE REST,

y

Runs on the European Plan

THE

CORONADO

GRAMMAR LESSONS
I

-

Given Either in

SPANISH OR

GERMAN-RAYMO-

G. Lupe Herrera, Pr op.
ND

HAACKE
Nusbaums Washington Ave.
or care New Mexican.

v"

sAiTAmuw

SANTA PE, N. M.

$16 and up per week.

.

.

Electric Light, Hot and
Cold Baths.

Short Order & Spanish
Dishes Speciality

RATES 60c. Up.

KODAKS & PHOTO

t FOR THE SICK

J

FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

DR. DIAZ

'""""'r--

"
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For so many years the New Mexican has published head lines: "Santa
Fe Will Get a Sugar Factory," "Bernalillo Will Get a Sugar Factory," and
"Other New Mexico Towns Will Get
a Sugar Factory," that it is more in
hope than In faith that it now records
that '"Farmington Will Get a Sugar
Factory." For some reason or other,
sugar factories steer clear of New
Mexico, although as far as the production of raw material, the facilities
for manufacture and cheap labor, are
concerned, New Mexico has the advantage of every other state manufacturing beet sugar. The reason for
the fact that New Mexico has no
sugar factories. Is therefore not its
lack of natural advantages but the
sugar trust and the Immense cost of
a beet sugar manufacturing plant.

HOTEL

SUPPLIES
We Make

a ABT

PICTURES

AND FRAMIHG

DEVELOPINGIPRINTrNG

AND ENLARGING.
Specialty of
Mail orders given prompt attention. Send for Catalogue

f

HOWLAND A DEWEY COMPANY,
610, 8. Broadway,
Angelas, Calif
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BANK

H. C. Yontz.
H. Martinez of Velarde, house representative, arrived In Santa Fe on
the noon train.
Saf-forTraveling: Auditor Charles V.
to
Raton
forenoon
for
left this
check up books of the county.
Governor Curry left for Roswell
this afternoon. He was accompanied
by Adjutant General R. A. Ford and
Captain Brookes.
Roy C. McHenry, special agent of
the general land office, leaves tonight
for Washington, having been transferred to that office.
Miss Mary Fournelle, who has been
a guest of Mrs. Harry Umbrage for
the past few weeks, left today for her
home at Albuquerque.
Attorney W. J. Lucas of Las Vegas
was in Santa Fe today in legal matters appertaining to the recent foreclosure sale of the Las Vegas Street
" ''
Railway.
InstrucPublic
of
Superintendent
H tion .1. E. Clark spent yesterday at
Albuquerque, where he looked into
the difficulties and dissensions of the
8! University of Xew Mexico.
1! Mr. P. F.
Pankey, manager of the
Eaton Grant, is in town on business
today from the ranch headquarters
from the headquarters near Galisteo,
southern Santa Fe county.
Hon. Solomon Luna has returned to
Albuquerque from his sheep ranches.
Hon. C. J. Roberts of Raton, who
spent yesterday in Santa Fe, was a
passenger for Albuquerque last evening.
Assistant Atorney General Alfred
W. Cooley of Silver City, was in Las
Vegas yesterday and expects to spend
six weeks or two months in Roswell.
He is looking after Chinese deportation cases for the government.
Engineer J. B. Stewart of the U.
S. Geological Survey, has returned
from Farmington, San Juan county,
but will leave again for the northern
part of the Territory, but also visiting the southern parts before returning.
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JUST HECEIVED A NEW SHIPMENT IN TAPESTRY, BRUSSELLS
AND AXMIN STERS

CALL AND SEE THEM

'

CHARLES WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
Phone

HOUSE FURNISHERS AND UNDERTAKERS

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado Rational Life

Assurance

Company

Life Insurance Co.,

e.

of the Southwest

A Itt.

Mr. and Mrs. P., B. Coffin of Chicago, Illinois, but former residents of
Santa Fe, are the guests of Mrs. Grant
Rivenburg on Grand avenue. They
expect to leave for their home on
next Tuesday. Mrs. Coffin was a
guest yesterday at a meeting of the
Guild of the Church of the Holy

BERGERE, fllanaoer for New Mexico
m

Ci

Catron

m

for the Gallinas
Planting Station on the Pecos Forest
Reesrve, where he will join the planting forces of V. D. Hayes, the official
in charge.
Mrs. Carl Bishop entertained a num
ber of young ladies at her home on
Palace avenue on Tuesday afternoon,

in honor of Miss Marion Bishop, who
leaves Thursday for a six months'
visit in Connecticut and Rhode Island, and will also spend a week in
Chicago as a guest of Miss Mary Mc-Fi-

Denver Colorado.

ThPioneer

SOUTHEAST

Block

"Dr. Charles E. Lukens, of Albuquerque, left this morning for his
home after spending a few days here
on business for the Childrens' Home
Society of which is the superintendent. He is much pleased at receiving from the legislature a grant of
$5,000 per year for two years, for the
building of a home for the society."
Roswell Daily Record.
"Most Rev. John B. Pitival, arch
bishop of Santa Fe; Rev. John G.
Splinters, of Bernalillo; Rev. Father
Camillas, Cv-S- r F., of Jemez; Rev. A.
Tocher, of Isdeta; Rev. J. A. Picard,
of Belen; Rev. George J. Julliard, of
Gallup, and Rev. A. Leone, S. J., of
Albuquerque, arrived last night from
Bernalillo, where they took part in

n Men's Hats
All the New Shades

Cliilnn

the ceremonies incident to the
bration of Our Lady of Sorrows,

"DREDGING"

If you ask a man his opinion about an investment, and he
knows nothing about it, he always gives "Punch's" celebrated
...
advice to .persons about to marry "Don't."
Horace (Greeley used to say that you could sell a man a gold
brick, but you could not sell him a brick of gold.
He stationed a man one time in front of the Tribune office hi
New York City with a tray of $10 gold pieces with orders to sell
1
.
,them at $5 each.:; lie sold eight in a day.
course! But they
Every one knew they were counterfeit, of
sell
counterfeits pub
to
dared
that!
one
no
to
did not stop
think,
costs
in convicting a
count
to
licly. The government never stops
counterfeiter.
The "Don't" advice keeps many persons from buying into a
good investment and making from 10 to 50 per cent interest till
the price is so high they only net 4 to 6 per cent, and it is a "conservative" investment.
many persons from buying into the.:
when
Bell Telephone Company
it was begging for money. , Now
it is so high you have to pay to' even look at the stock !
The "Don't" advice kept people from buying into Mrs. Hearst's
Now il
big Homestake jiiine when' it was. only 25 cents a share.
can
and
month
cents
50
a
of
share
a
buy a
you
pays a dividend
,
whole share for $92 !,.'
Mrs. Hearst; recently made the University of California a present of a mining building that cost her $595,000! Mining does
,

.

t

pay.!

-:r;''y:'

V

-

The "Don't" adYice should not keep you from buying into our
Dredging Company while the price is low. It has better prospect"
than anytfm eveij offered here. The price will go up again in a
'
short time.
. ..
.

4
1

MRS. L. A. HARVEY,

Santa FeN.M.
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rake,

rh hnsp.
forks, spades, gar- -

harrows, double

Don't

harrows, planters cultiva
tors discs.

Be Late!

TT PAYS to be watch-fuof your own interestsdon't wait until
your home burns down
before taking Insurance,
for then it is to late.

ll
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mM&$mM en?
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Take out an Insurance
today, then if
your building burns
tonight, your saving are
protected. Wo represent
the most reliable companies.
GEO. M. KIN SELL
24! San Francisco St
policy

imu

-
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Catarrh Cannot Be Cured.
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
canno,t reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh Is a blood or constitutional
disease, and In order to cure it you

On

.

F. J. CHENEY

f

& CO.,

Props.,
Toledo, O.

Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

,

FOR OFFICE BUILDING
Department of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs, Waahington, D. O. March 11,
1909, Sealed proposals, plainly marked on
the outside of the envelope "Proposals for
Office building, Santa Fe School, New
addressed to the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs, Washington. 1. C will be
PROPOSALS

sav k

Ko poultry fence made equals it. We have a large
stock, its reasonable, and WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.
We Sell China, Glass, and Queensware, Furniture,
Paints, Oils, Colors, Glass, Wall Finish and Wall
Paper, Alabastine, Muresco Harness and Saddlery,
Tents and Camp equipment, Pumps, Pipe and
Fittings, Roofing, Spouting.
We do Plumbing, Roofing Spouting, Tinwork;
Stove and Range Repairing aiul General Jobbing
Leave Your Orders for Scieeu Doors and Windows
Painting and Paparing We have the Goods and we
senc? a competent workmau to do the job Home
Men. whom you know.

EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE

BARBER

IVE

Mail Order Solicited.

83.

Wo

SHOP

CHAIRS- -3

v.v

ia

a.

jrri

a- -.

T. W.

3J

l i

All fli'st class barbers In chni'KC Oh II anil
give ns atrial at O- K. BarberSbop.
-

247 San Francisco Street

HOUSE

OPERA

A. M. DETTELBACH,

Mgr.

GREATLY AMUSES

PRICES RANGE

THE

FROM

t0
$10.00
$300.00 yAME
PIUCE EVERY-

CHILDREN

AND AN EDUCATOR

WHERE

FOR OLDER HEADS

Closed

OF THE

V

APRIL 12th

shown at ' THE RACKET STORE" And when their
amazement is over they further exclaim

Wait for the Great Show

"what an IMPROVEMENT over
THE ORIGINAL OLD MACHINES,
WHY THAT 15 SIMPLY WONDERFUL"

That Night

.s.nco.

FAMILY

Buy here
express

that is the real thing you can't tell it
from the actual human voice; That s what
DeoDle sav every day, upon hearing the
NEW VICTOR PHONOGRAPH that is now being

Easter Monday

J

and save
charges.

the REAL VICTOR

UNTIL

now possible to bring the greatest singers of
the age, the grand opera, theatre or vaudeville staga
to your center table.

It is

J

THE LEADING

T

he Racket Stoi
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

E

THK ONE PRICE STORK

NEW MUSIC
ARRIVING EVERY
WEEK

SOME

SUGGESTIONS
For Lenten

SUPPLIES
Smoked Halibut
Whale Codfish,

A

Clams

N

Soft Shelled Crabs
Deviled Cribs

3C

O. C WATSON & COM PAN

NSURANCE
YOU WANT

Crab Meat
D
D

Chile and Beans
Anchovie Paste
Mackerel in tomato

sauce
Shedded codfish

U.II&C0.
ail.

THE BEST-W- E

FURNISH IT

When you buy INSURANCE, you
cannot afford to make it a matter
of sentiment.

Lobsters
N Salsa Para
Shrimps

Mex-ioo,"a-

received at the Indian Office until two
o'clock p, in., of April 23, 1909, for furnishing
and delivering the necessary materials and
labor required to construct and complete an
office building at the Santa Fe Indian
School. New Mexico, in strict accordance
with plans, specifications and instructions
to bidders, which may be examined at this
Office and the offices of "The Citizen," Albuquerque, New Mexico, "The New Mexican,"
Santa Fe, New Mexico, The Builders and
Traders Exchanges, Omaha., Neb.. St. Paul,
Minn., and Minneapolis, Minn.. Northwestern Manufacturers Association, St, Paul,
Minn,, U, H Indian Warehouses, Chicago.
Ill,, St, Louis, Mo, Omaha, Neb., New York,
N. Y.. and at the School. For additional information apply toO. J.Crnndall, Superintendent, Santa Ke, N. M. R. J, Valentine)
Acting Commissioner,

s--

w v. r.

feSfeM

UNION

Page Eight.)

must take internal remedies. Hall's
Salt Mackerel
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
Holland
Herrine
acts directly on the blood and mucous
a
not
is
Cure
Kippered
Herring
surfaces. Hall's Catarrh
Rolled Herring with Pickles
quack medicine. It was prescribed by
in this
one of the best physicians
Spiced Herring
country for years and Is a regular preAMERICAN CREAM
scription. It is composed of the best
& IMPORTROQUEFORT
with
best
combined
the
tonics known,
ED SWISS CHEESE
blood purifiers, acting directly on the
mucous surfaces. The perfect combination of the two ingredients is what
produces such wonderful results in
Salmon curing Catarrh. Send for testimonials
C Clam Juice
free.
D
Sardines
k

C

--

ii nirf"fifrnOTrmT

Phone
-F-

T

I-

ron saint of the Bernalillo parish. The
ceremonies at Bernalillo yesterday
vere the first in which the newly appointed archbishop participated outside of Santa Fe. His grace will remain in Albuquerque today, returning
to his see this evening. The other
visiting clergymen will also leave for
tr.eir respective homes either today
or tonight." Albuquerque
Morning
Journal.

K.

Aver? Line
Unexcelled for quali ty.
Unequalled for pric e.

mmC

wwMaE3ieg..-gr.a;55s

0.

Celetti

is the Time

Now

cele-

pat--

shovels,

14
plows (pony to the finest
(50
tooth
inch steel beam)

Faith.

New

A MUGLER.
CORNER PLAZA

For the town lot or the

WITH
Roberts, E II Baca
A. G. Hedricks, planting assistant F. S. Rivera, Al G, Slaughter
of the Forestry Service, left Albu- and W. M. Perry

ivg querque yesterday
j

AT

MISS

d

I

R. H.HANNA.

H.S.REE0

IMPLEMENTS

Assortment

I

GREEN

FINES

-- OP MILLINERY
ALSO NECKWEAR

I

PBPOHIT your money with the

Its own
Wtoll.
lire at your. service,.

The En Avant Club will meet next
Monday afternoon at 2:45 with Mrs.

I

SANTA FE, N. M.

j

II

SOCIAL HHP PERSONAL

I

Cashier

$50,000.
STATES

&

1

PERRY, Vice President

Capital Stock

J

UNITED

A

PAGE FIVE

For anything and everything appertaining to Printiag or Bindinj

call on the

Nw

Mexican

mnnnjr uompanT.

Drink r Blue Ribbon
dock lieer
Pabst
Tonic

t

DIGNEO & NAPOLEON Agts.

Malt

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA' FE, N. M.
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RKA

READ DOWN
NO

8 TM T I 0

MILK 8

1

NOTICE

Railroad; Time Table.

flew tyxico Central

D

NO.

Altitude

N 8

UP
2

OF

SPECIAL
SALE.

MASTER'S

SATURDAY

25 p m
26 p m
35 pm

0

Santa Ktt
Kennedy
Stanley

Lv.

22
41
62
61

Ar.!

Youthful Offender Wanted For
bery Eludes the Sheriff.

Why Suffer?

Rob-

&te you one of the thousands of women who
suffer from female ailments I If so, don 't be discouraged, go to your druggist and get a bottle of Wine of
Cardui. On the wrapper are full directions for use.
During the last half century, Cardui has been
established in thousands of homes, as a safe remedy
for pain which only women endure. It is reliable,
contains no harmful ingredients and can be depended on in almost any case.

4

111

St, Louis Rocky Mt

Take

13

Kai

m

k

Lompany.

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.

3Tra. Charles Bragg, of Sweetser,
writes : "Tongue cannot tell how much
Before I began taking Cardui I could
would work awhile and lie down. I shall
medicine."
Try Cardui.

j

Palace.
William White, Las Vegas; A. D.
Wadclell, H. G. Held, A. S. Smith,
Denver; J. H. Johnson, Racine, Wis
A. T. Kenyon, San Francisco.
Claire.
B. M. Jacks and wife, Louisville;
George N. Houck and wife, Worcester,
Mass.; C. H. Adams, Allegan, Mich.;
C. H. Pollock, Chicago; T. S. Alford,
Denver.
Coronado.
F. W. East men, Silverlon.
Normandie.
Peter Sterling, San Pedro; Mitchel
Miller, Las Vegas; H. D. Schuyler.
George E. Knight, Mart Thomas, K.
W. Washburn, Albuquerque;
N. S.
I oomis, Maplewood, Mo. ; R. F. Sickles, Murry Fly, Denver; B. S. Phillips,
Buckman; E. Quintana, D. Martinez,
Taos; H. O. Martinez, J. R. Romero,
Mountainair; Frank Eppich, Bisbee,

14-2-

r;

30-to- n

lres.

Gen-Pass-Age-

lt

g

j

TAKE THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
At Torrance at

Paso at 5:30 P.M.

'

x

1

1

-'

DENVER

&

1

GRAND E

imiuin i

Through the f;rti!e San Luis valley, Also to the
San Juan country of Colorado.
For information as to rates, train service, descriptive literature, etc. call on or address.
S K. HOOPER, G. P.

Denver, Colo.

T. A.
F. H. cTWcBRIDE, Agent.
Santa Fe, N. M.

G8 miles, 1,380
yards. These
were all by machines approximately
the same as the American, but on
the continent the record making machines have mostly been freaks of
from 10 to 20 horse power; still, with
nil their excessive power they have
made but a very ordinary showing
for the continental mile record is but
T.C
seconds, and the hour shows
but 61) miles, 1,078 yards.
The motorcycle
race track which
the veteran bicycle rider and race
r.
Jack Prince, has just completed at. Los Angeles is developing a
speed in the little two wheeled motor
vehicles which few people ever anticipated. On the opening day world's
records were broken in "every event
but one, and all times from one to
five miles were reduced to a remarkable extent. Jake De Rosier, the prorode a mile exhibition
fessional,
'gainst time at the phenomenal speed
of 70 miles an hour; and in a five
mile- - race he maintained an average
speed of over 72 miles an hour. Considering the size of the respective machines this performance by a 7 horse
power motorcycle shows an efficiency
never yet attained in an automobile.
This track is three and
laps to the mile, which would make
it considerably slower than the great.
Brooklands track in England, which,
has a circuit of two and a half miles,
scientifically banked for a speed of
over a hundred miles an hour.
5

prr-mote-

Chamberlain's Has the Preference.
Mr. Fred C. Hanrahan, a prominent
druggist of Portsmouth, Va says:
"For the past six years I have sold
and recommended Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrheoa Remedy. It
is a great remedy and one of the
best patent medicines on the market.
I handle
some others for the same
purposes that pay me a larger profit,
but this remedy is so sure to effect a
cure, and my customer so certain to
appreciate my recommending it to
Any lady reader of this paper will
him, that I give it the preference." receive,
on request, a clever
For sale by all druggists.
Coffee Strainer Coupon privione-thir-

d

"No-Dri-

,

Going to EI Paso?

Direct Houte

the hour,

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

10-1-

90-fo-

Ind., tried Cardui. She
Cardui has done for me.
not do a day's work. I
always give praise to your

AT ALL DRUG STORES

,

14-3-

r;

J34

It Will Help You

to-wi- t:

p citic

1909.

LEAP TO LIBERTY

No. 6344.

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe.
In the District Court.

5 20 p m
05 p m
3 05 p til
2 22 p in
1 55 p 111
1 25 p ni
1 00 p m
12 25 p id
11 55 a in
11 35 a in

7,000
6,050

3,

MAKES DESPERATE

Thomas K. D. Maddison, Plaintiff;
Albuquerque, April 3. Fred Luna,
vs.
& Smelting aged thirteen, Reginald Wagner, aged
The
Consolidated
Mining
6 14
6,250
MoiMarty
pin
eleven, and Eli Mondragon, aged
6 40 p m
6,175
Mcliituh
Company, et al., Defendants.
Lv.
Ar.
6 06 pm
eleven, a brother of the famous Simon
6,140
KSTANCIA
unNotice is hereby given that tho
Ar.
Lv.
6 39 p in
80
6,125
Mondragon, were arrested at BernaWlllliird
7 09 p m
92
dersigned, heretofore appointed Spe- lillo
6,210
Pronri'so
Thursday by Undcrsheriff .1. J.
7 28 p ra
99
HiaiR'it
6,295
under and by virtue of Sheridan, of Sandoval county,
and
8 10 pin
116
6.475
iLv.
Ar.
Torrance
li)J5a m cial Master,
8 48 p m
10 50 a ni
2 13 a m
Lv."
on
Torrance
the decree of foreclosure rendered in brought
back to Albuquerque
Ar, 12 49a ill
10 40 a m
7 00 ft m
9 30 p m
Lv. 10 40 p 111
Ar.
Kansas 01 ty
1 last night and
No.
Fe
Santa
train
Judi7 55 a m
02
111
10
7 05 p m
First
59
of
Court
the
8
I.oniM
a
p ni
the District
St.
11 45 a m
9 00 p tu
11 30 p 111
6 50 it in
(HllfRKO,
cial District of the Territory of New placed in the city jail. The lads were
6 20 p in
5 50 p in
8 00 ft m
1 15 p
Ar.
,b!l Paso
Mexico, within and for the County of rrrested by Undcrsheriff 'Sheridan on
on the 7th day of advice received from the AlbuquerTickets to all parts of the world, 'ullman berths reserved. Exclusive Santa Fe, entered
in that cause que police department. Mr. Sheridan
A.
1909,
Jan
D.,
nary,
ngency for all ocean steamship lines. Booklets and literature of the various
K. D. Maddison is arrested another boy about thirteen
Thomas
wherein
to
railroad and steamship lines, contain ng valuable Information
travelers,
plaintiff and The Consolidated Mining years old, whose name is believed to
free upon application.
be Apodaca.
This lad, however, es& Smelting Company, et al., are defrsiglu 6ervico to and from all Eastern and Western market.
the
on
from
Wednesday,
the officer in a sensational
fendants, will,
caped
J. P' LYNG.
14th day of April, 1900, at the hour of manner, breaking away and swimCITY FREIGHT AND PASSENGER AGENT.
2 o'clock p. ra., at the front door of ming across a wide acequia near Berthe court house, in the City of Santa nalillo. With the capture of Luna,
Fe, Santa Fe County, New Mexico, Wagner and Mondragon, the police
sell at public auction to the highest Lav in their custody the young hopeand best bidder for cash, in accord- fuls who robbed William Dolde's
ance with the said decree, the follow- Union store, on North Second street,
about ten days ago, and have also reing described property,
All that mining and smelting prop- ceived information which will lead to
v
erty located at Los Cerrillos, Santa the arrest of the boys who robbed
Fe County, New Mexico, constituting Fa rah Brothers store of five hundred
a smelter, and also the following dollars worth of merchandise about
mines or mining claims located in a month ago. Luna, Wagner and
said Cerrillos Mining District, in said Mondragon denied all knowledge of
The Tom the Dolde robbery when first charged
County and Territory:
Golden
The
Claim,
Payne Mining
with it by Chief of Police McMlllin
Kagle Mining Claim, The Sukie Min- last night. After a severe sweating,
ing Claim, The Sukie, Jr. Mining however, they broke down and admitNo. 1,
Miles Kroin
Miles From
No 21
'
STATIONS.
Do
Claim, The Albany Mining Claim, and ted their guilt, and told the where- DAILY
Moines
Raton
DAILY
The Santiago Mining Claim, together aboutt of most of the
swag. The lads
with all improvements theron; also
10 00 a. m.
49
30
6
M.
noon for BernaLv. les Moines,
a
m,
N; "
here
left
p,
Arr,
Wednesday
" Kumaldo,
10 12 a. m.
45
5 15 p. in.
thirty-fiv- e
acres of land, more or less,
14
Lv
"
" iiedman
lillo, walking the entire distance. The
11
10 36 a, ni.
38
4 55 p. ni.
in the southeast quarter of Section 18,
"
10 50 a. m.
16
32
35
4
ni.
p.
Uapullii
police had been shadowing them for
" Vigil
11 06 a. m,
20
29
4 25 p. in. Township 14 North, Range 8 East.
11 20 a. m
several
25
24
3 65 p. in.
days, suspecting that they had
ofThompson
Also two dwelling houses, one
"
11 45 a. m.
81
18
8 30 p. m.
Cunningham
in the Dolde job, When they
hand
a
12 20 p. ni.
42
7
2 55 p. in. fice and
Clifton House Junction "
assay building, safe, desks, left town, the suspicions received a
12 45 p. m.
2 30 p. Ill
Arr.
Arr.
0
49
RATON N M
8 30 p, m.
12 25 p. m.
chairs, stoves, scales and assayer's
Lv.
LV.
arrest
3 50 p. m.
42
7
12 05 p. ra.
Clifton House Junction "
Lv,
with new impetus, and their
one bin house
implements;
"
4 15 p. m,
13
11 40 a. iu.
49
Preston
mo"
one
4 45 p 111.
one elevator,
23
11 06 a' m.
58
Koehler
crusher,
"
4 55 p. ni.
11 15 a. iu.
56
20
Koehler J net.
one roller,
15 horse-powe36 50 p. ill.
68
33
Colfax
till 15 a. m. tor,
Read the pain formula on the box
"
6 15 p, 111.
one screen, 3 feet
77
41
9 43 a. in. one crusher,
Cerronoso
Pink Pain Tablets. Then ask your
!of
6 35 p. m.
25
Lv.
a. m.
.9
Arr
47
two sampling machines; one
CIMAKRON N. M.
7 08 p. 111.
7 50 a. ni. by 10;
Arr.
Lv.
if there is a better one. Pain
doctor
86
60
N. M,
7 40 a. iu. chain elevator; one engine, 30 horseLv
Nash
i. 10 p. 111.
"
blood pressure
means
7. 23 p. in.
53
congestion,
89
7 25 a. iu.
Harlan
two boilers, CO horse-powe7. 45 p. m.
94
7 00 a. m. power;
Ute Park
Dr. Shoop's Pink Pain
somewhere.
one feed pump; one heater with enTablets check head pains, womanly
one blower; one
75 horse-power- ;
gine,
t Connects
with E, P. A S. W Ry. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson, N.
Try one, and
pains, pain anywhere.
shovels,: see! 20 for 25c. Sold by Stripling,
dynamo: one force pump;
M., 6:15 p. m.
steel bars, tools, electric sup- Burrows & Co.
t Connects with E. P. & 8. W Ry, train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M., picks, one
100-tolead furnace; one
plies;
1:55 a. m.
funace;
slag pots, setcopper
M.
f Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N.
wheelbar- NEWS SUSPENDS
bullion
moulds,
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows: tling pots,
water
air
and
rows;
slag
steam,
pipe;
AT EL PASO
NORTH BOUND
SOUTH BOUND.
elevator building; one motor, 15
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
horse-poweblacksmith's shop and Democratic Paper at Albuquerque
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
matte
blacksmith
house,
tools, anvil,
Now Looks to Be Sure Thing.
Track connection with A. T. & 8. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
'15
horseEl Paso, Texas, April 3. The El
A S. at Des Moines, E. P & 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A bellows, crusher; motor,
power; reverbatory furnace building; Paso Daily News suspended publicaNorthwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
72 by 20; lime tion on
Its circulation
M
Is
New
In
N.
Wednesday.
Mexico:
Cimarron,
Ocate, reverbatory. furnace,
depot for the following points
iron has been taken over by the El Paso
with
flume
dust
kiln;
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo stack; one railroad scales, one wagon Herald, whose heading now reads "El
Lobo, scale, and three platform scales; one Paso Herald and Daily News."
Elizabethtown,
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro,
two
stone water tank and cooler;
On the day of its suspension, the
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
Iron water tanks; water pipe connect- News stated iu its closing editorial
W. A. GORMAN,
J, van HOUTEN;
6, J, DEDMAN,
ing with town water works; also pipe that the plant will be dismantled and
V
line connecting with spring on Wil shipped
to outside parties. Felix
Gen
and
Mgr
Superintendent
one-hain Martinez, the owner, stated that the
lison
mile
about
N- - M.
property
JM.
N.
iW.
RATON,
RATON,
RATON, N.
length; one frame barn; also various press would probably go to Albuquer-mininmachinery and improvements que, a deal being on there to establish
located on above named mining claims a territorial daily of importance. It
and the property of said The Consol-- j v. as stated by Mr. Martinez's business
idated Mining & Smelting Company,
manager, who has been connected
It being intended to sell all of the with the paper, that Martinez will
property belonging to the defendant, leave for Albuquerque on Sunday to
The Consolidated Mining & Smelting meet interested parties for the pur
Company, of whatever kind or charac- pose of completing the deal.
Mr. Martinez has stated, however,
ter, save and except such property as
was by the decree of foreclosure ren- that he will not leave., this city to
dered in the above cause found by the take ui) newspaper work in AlbuquerCourt and decreed to belong to tho que, but will remain here to attend to
10:45 A. M.
Bank of Commerce of Albuquerque, his various business enterprises.
New Mexico, and reference to said deBe in El
People past middle life usually have
cree is hereby made for a description
Rome
kidney or bladder disorder that
of said property belonging to said
saps the vitality, which is naturally
Bank.
lower in old age.
Foley's Kidney
Said property will be sold at the '
Remedy corrects urinary troubles,
time and place aforesaid, for the pur- stimulates the
kidneys, and restores
pose of satisfying the said plaintiff
and vigor. It cures uric acid
strength
and the owners or holders
of the troubles
ine Irip to El Paso is a quick pleasant journej'via
by strengthening the kidneys
bonds and coupons of said defendant, so
they will strain out the uric acid
the New Mexico . Central and E. P. & S. W. lake
The Consolidated Mining & Smelting that settles in the muscles and
joints
of
Company,
outstanding, amounting to causing rheumatism.
this
Sold by all
service
the first time you
advantage
splendid
the sum of two hundred and sixty-sihave occasion to go El Paso.
druggists.
thousand dollars
($260,000),
and,
which said sum, together with inter-est thereon at the rate of six per cent
V. R- - S1ILES,
CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS
per annum from the date of said de: General Passenger Agent.
cree
until paid, was decreed to be a
El Paso, Texas,
first lien upon the property herein-First Presbyterian.
before described, together with the
Rev. Jonathan W. Purcell, Ph. D.,
costs herein to be taxed, and other alx
and disburse- pastor.
lowances,
expenses
Sabbath school tomorrow at 9:45,
ments as may hereafter be fixed by
the Court; and the undersigned Spe- - i. A. R. McCord, superintendent.
Morning worship and sermon by the
cial Master, for the purpose of satis- at 11 o'clock; subject of ser.pastor
said
of
the
decree, and by virtue
fying
"A
Palm Sunday Meditation."
mon,
authority vested in him, will, at the j The Junior Endeavor
Society meets
time and place in this Notice speci-at 3 p. m.
offer
for
sell
and
sale
fied,
at public!
Senior Endeavor meeting is at
auction to the highest bidder for cash, j The
all Endeavorers are invited to
fi:45;
in
accordance with the terms of said
TO
attend this meeting.
decree, the said real and personal
Evening worship with sermon at
property.
7.45; subject, "God's Sure FoundaF. J. OTERO,
tion."
The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada: to
On Wednesday
Special Master.
evening, April 7,
Denver Colorado Springs and Pueblo
following the prayer' service, the an
nual congregation
meeting of this
is Via the
.
church will be held.
The regular quarterly communion
in this congregation will be held on
the third Sabbath of the present
PAN WAV
8
4

APRIL

SOME MOTOR

d,

CYCLE RECORDS
Only a
miles an
miraculous
speed for an automobile weighing a
ten and having engines of 100 horse
power; but in the speed events on
the beach of Daytona, Florida, Walter
Goerke, a Brooklyn boy, has more
than equaled this speed for a distance
of five miles on a little motorcycle of
but 7 h. p., and less than
the weight of its bis: relative, his
inie for the distance being 3:30
This not only breaks all world's rec
ords, but eclipses the time made by a
foreign freak machine of double the
machine
power of the American
which accomplished this feat.
In addition to this the Brooklyn
boy set a record of 69 miles in 58:24,
vhile Robert Stubbs, Birmingham,
Ala., put the m'ile record at 43
seconds.
All of these records were made on
the American built Indian machine,
and are interesting in comparison
with foreign performances.
The English records are as follows: 1 mile,
46
and for
sec; 5 miles, 4:58
Boston, Mass.,

April

3.

short time ago eighty-fivl our was
considered a
e

one-tent-

h

1--

2-- 5

.

1-- 5

lege, from Dr. Schoop, Racine, Wis.
It is silver-platevery pretty, and
positively prevents all dripping of tea
or coffee. The doctor sends it, with
his new free book on "Health Ceffee"
simply to introduce this clever substitute for real coffee. Dr. Shoop's
Health Coffee is gaining its great popularity because of: first, its exquisite
taste and flavor; second, its absolute
health fulness; third, its economy
1
2
lb., 25c; fourth, it convenience.
No tedious 20 to 30 minutes boiling.
"Made in a minute," says Dr. Shoop.
Try it at your grocer's, for a pleasant

3--

surprise.

Co.

Cartright-Davi- s

Engraved cards devised and
ding invitations a specialty at the
Mexican Printing Office.
Any
standing in need of such will do
to call at this office and examine
ples, style of work and prices.

wed-

New

one
well
sam-

We often wonder how any person
can be persuaded into taking anything
but Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs,
colds and lung trouble.
Do not be
fooled into accepting "own make" or
other substitutes. The genuine contains no harmful drugs and is in a
Sold by all drugyellow package.
.'-gists.
'

.

i

1

527 San

Mian

and
:

-

Francisco Street

ttaa

flares

anil

fiorlos

'-

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opals,
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything in Our Line.

month.
The Presbytery of Santa Fe will
convene in regular session in the
-

Church, Tuesday,
C'bimayo Spanish
April 27. at 7:30"p. m., and will be
opened with a sermon by the retiring
moderator, the pastor of Santa Fe
First Church.
Methodist Episcopal.
E. C. Anderson, pastor.
Sunday school, 9:45 a. m.
Morning preaching service 11 a. m.J
subject, "The Opening of the Seals,"
Ep worth League, (5:45 p. m.
Evening preaching service at 7:30;
subject, "The Fourth Commandment
V
;
or Sabbath Observance."

tt

Praver meeting Wednesday 'evening
7:30.

GREAT SLAUGHTER
FROM
NOW

SUCH AS

CLOSE

Ladies' Cloaks, and
Skirts, Men's Youths
and Boys Suits etc.

OUT

WILL BE

UNTIL
0

EVERYTHING
IN THE LINE OF WINTER GOODS

SOLD BELOW COST

ADOLF SELIGMAN

PLEASE .
CALL

AND
CONVINCE

YOURSELF

DRY GOODS CO.

r.
.

,

SATURDAY

APRIL

1909.

3,
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COME TO

GO TO

BELEW. H EW MEXICO.

WILLARD. HEW 1IEXC0.
Hie Live Commercial City of the Estancia Va!!ev

destined to betheCOUNTY SEAT of
Was laid out in the fall of 1905. It is now
Torrance County New
1000
of
a thriving city
innabitants. It lies on the main line of the
nearly
&
Santa
Fe
Railway system, runrinff east, and West ia
Atchison, Topeka
a!!
California
to
Chicago
points and the NewMexieo Central Railroad runmug
from Santa Fe, N. M., in ciose connection witn cue Denver and Rio Grande
and the Rock Island System. The Santa Fe System have expended on its
depot yards a million dollars, in freight and passenger depot, eating house,
water system, round house and coaling chutes.
Sixty houses have been erected. Several of the largest mercantile
houses in the Territory are built and doing a big business. It has four
large hotels, churches, schools. A live Board of Trade, energetic business
men, two lumber yards, etc. The new city is in the center of the best
agricultural and grazing section of New Mexico. The best shipping and
distributing point for all merchandise, cattle, sheep and wool. The large
wholesale houses are in operation.

THE CITY OF WILLARD
Mexico

To Encourage the Building

FREE to

of more Homes

we will give one adjoining lot

BELEN,

a purchaser of a residence lot

This Opportunity is Extended for a Limited Time

Til

,

Only

'.uw..uji.'iiiL-u-

ggffmwr

THE WILL! ARD TOWN AND IMPROVEM EN

Town Let Free

A
in

Of

(LOCATED ON BELEN CUT-OF- F
SANTA FE RY

FUTURE RAILROAD METROPOLIS OF
NEW MEXICO.

TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY

THE BELEN

COMPANY

ARE OWNERS OF THE

ARE OWNERS OF THE

WILLARD TOWNSITE
33ZSSSI1(

Offers for sale upon reasonable terms fine business and residence lots on
the townsite situated upon broad avenues and streets, 80 and 60 feet wide.
Title perfect, warranty deed given. Terms of Sale: One half of purchase
money cash, balance note secured by mortgage on lots sold with interest
at 8 per cent per annum payable
semi-annuall-

JOHN BECKER, President. W. A DUNLAVY,

:

: : APPLY TO :

CALENDAR OF

COURT TERMS
Made By the Legislative Assembly In a Number of Districts

Changes

f

of the Territory.

Supreme Court Clerk Jose D. Sena
has prepared the following calendar
of couft terms in accordance with recent legislative changes, which may
tafi fiirlher modified when the redis- trictinjf of the Territory occurs, necessitated hy the creation of the

Seventh Judicial District:
Court Term The SuSupreme
preme Court meets at Santa Fe, the
first Wednesday after the first Monday in January.
Terms of District Courts.
First District Hon. John R. McFie,
Associate Justice, presiding. At Santa
Fe, United States Court: First Mondays ia March and September. Santa
Fe county: First Mondays of March
and September (at Santa Fe). San
Juan county: Third Monday in May
and Second Monday in November (at
Aztec). Rio Arriba county: Second
Monday in June and Fourth Monday
in November (at Tierra Amarilla).
Taos county: First Monday in May
and Second Monday in October (at
Taos).
Second District Hon. Ira A. Abbott, Asociate Justice, presiding. At
Albuquerque. United States Court:
Third Mondays in March and September; Bernalillo county: Third' Monday in March and September (at Albuquerque). McKlnley county: Third
Mondays in May and November (at
First
Sandoval county:
Gallup).
Mondays in February and July (at
Bernalillo) . Valencia county : First
Mbndays in March and September (at
Lunas).
V.
Third District Hon. Frank
barker, Associate. Justice, presiding.
--

mm

At Las Cruces, United States Court:
First Mondays in April and October.
Dona Ana county: First Mondays in
April and October (at Las Cruces).
Grant county: First Mondays in May
and November
(at Silver City).
Luna county: Third Mondays in May
Sierra
and November (at Deming).
county: ""First Mondays in May and
Socorro
November
(at Hillsboro).
and
in
Third
April
Mondays
county:
September (at Socorro).
Fourth District Hon. William J.
Mills, Chief Justice, presiding. At
Las Vegas, United States Court: Second Mondays in May and November.
San Miguel county: Third Mondays
in May and November (at Las Vegas). Colfax county: Fourth Mondays in March and September (at
Raton). Mora county: Fourth Mondays in April and October (at Mora).
First Mondays in
Union county:
March and September (at Clayton).
Fifth District Hon. William H.
Pope, Associate Justice, presiding.
At Roswell, United States Court:
Third Mondays in April and October.
Chaves county: Third Mondays in
May and November (at Roswell). Eddy county: First Mondays in April
and October (at Carlsbad). Roosevelt county: First Mondays in March
and September (at Portales) .
Sixth District Hon. Edward A.
Mann, Associate Justice, presiding.
At Alamogordo, United States Court:
Third Mondays in May and November. Otero county: First Mondays
in March and September (at AlamoFirst
gordo). Guadalupe county:
October
and
in
(at
April
Mondays
Santa Rosa). Lincoln county: First
Mondays in May and November (at
Lincoln). Quay county: Third Mondays in April and October (at Tucum-cari)- .
Second
Torrance county:
and
December
June
in
(at
Mondays
Estancia). Curry: To be designated
by the judge.

TM ITT
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Young Men's Christan Association
Building to Be Dedicated Tomor-- J
row Completion of the Na-- j
tional Guard Armory.

j

CU.

Unr boos containing
w, tafOMUrton trUll

Las Cruces, April ?. Next Tuesday is election day and Las Cruces
voters have the following officers to
or else choose their succesMartin
sors: Board of trustees:
H.
R.
Frye, secreLohraan, chairman;
R.
R.
E.
Dr.
treasurer;
Lane,
tary;
L. Young, A. P. Ascarate, P. Moreno,
Estevan Lucero. All of these officers
are Repubicans except R. L. Young
and Mr. Ascerate, both of whom are
Democrats. As yet there has been no
move to call a caucus to place officers
for the city in nomination and it is
believed generally that the same men
will be elected if they will consent.
The government of the city of Las
Cruces by a board of trustees has
been highly satisfactory and under
Martin Lohman's direction many improvements have been made, notably
the small expense to the taxpayer. In
addition to the city oficers ore school
director for this district is to be elected, under territorial law.
Invitations are out for the dedication of the Young Men's Christian
Association building at the college of

BRADFULD
-

REGULATOR CO.
Atlanta. Ga. '

&

FOR

OR

RENT

typewriter.

J.

SALE

A

edy is a

Improvement Co
Wells Fargo & Company
Express

WAHTS
good

General Express Forwarders

B .Sloan.

FOR RENT Dwelling. 207 Johnson street. Mrs. L. A. Harvey.

TO

AH

Miss M. A. Bishop, professional
nurse. Phone No. SO, two rings.

upright piano
FOR SALE Good
nquire at Wagner Furniture company
store.
TO RENT

Two

office

rooms

Palace avenue, in Prince block.
ply at 111 Palace avenue.

Parts of tfie World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargcr
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada, Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGR AFH .

Piece of land one to
three acres on south side river. II 24,
New Mexican.
WANTED

on
Ap

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

steam
FOR SALE A secona-nauf- t
be
will
It
condition.
in
boiler
good
For anything and everything appertaining
disposed of at very low price. Api ly eall 01 the New Mexican Printing Company.
Printing Com
to the New
pany.

to

Frintii(

or Binding

an

Rheumatic Pains Relieved.
Of
TVina
Stontnn. nostttliister
.
the
"For
past
writes:
Tontypool, Ont.,
e;ght years I suffered from rheumatic
used j
pains, and during that time I
,
agriculture.
reme-- ,
and
liniments
different
The exercises will take place Sat- - nany
.
dies for the cure of rheumatism. Last
urday and the address by C. G. Titus, summer I procured a bottle of Cham- general secretary of the El Paso
UlUie ic- ViaHoin'a
Vain Rnlm and COl
U. 1
A
J
sociation, will be at 2:30 and not, as lief from it than anytmng i nav.e evei
the invitation reads, at 9 a. m.
used, and cheerfully recommend this
In the morning there will be an ad- liniment to all sufferer sfrom rheu
dress by L. A. Coulter and one by G. matic pains." For sale by all drug
McDill.
gists.
the
in
Titus's
Mr.
speech
j
Following
afternoon, there will be athletic KING EDWARD NOT AFFLICTED
games and in the evening there will
Berlin, April 3 A special dispatch
be a musical program and. another to the Frankfurter Zeitung from Madrid says that a rumor Is current that
spech toy' Mr. McDill.
are
totting
Kin Edward, suffered .a slight apopjtHaborate preparations
...
Jt
k
made for these exercises and a large lectic stroke. Later advices flrom
Ana many oiner Pa,niu an
that there is
distressing ailments from crowd from Las Cruces and quite a Biarritz say this morning and
that his
are
no
in
the
truth
Paso
El
from
reports,
of
visitors
which most mothers suffer, number
in excellent health and
is
majesty
expected.
can De avoiueu oy using
The board of control of the armory left for the Basque fetes at Sare.
Mother's Friend. This rem-.
MV

ALL THE WAY
THE SHORT LINE

j

1

J

p.

God-sen- d

vaina-Udl-

tree by wrltlnf to
;

1

The Belen Town

ADDRESS

ELECTION AT LAS
CRUCES TUESDAY

)
Bascom-Porte- r
to expect- - has let the contract to the
of
the
for
completion
Company
"
an mnthr rnrrvirnr them
',
The new contract inthe
building.
No woman who uses cludes
through the critical ordeal with safety.
laying a hard wood floor in the
Mother's Friend need fear the suffering incident to birth; for it robs main hall and the completion of the
the ordeal of its dread and insures safety to life of mother and child, basement, Sound deadeners will be
placed under the main floor so that
leaving her in a condition r-- r
the basement can be used at the same
time that entertainments are being
covery.. The child is also li
given on the main floor. Work on
healthy, strong and good IX
this contract will be started at once.
1

THE PRICES OF RESIDENCE LOTS RANGE
FROM $75.00 TO $5O.00'ANDi;BUSINESS
LOTS FRO M $350.00 TO $500 00.

INFORMATION

New Mexico.

Willard,

The Lots embraced in this oiTer lie convenient
to the business sectien of tbe town and to the
Depot and other Railroad buildings.

FOR MAPS
AND OTHER

E. P. DA VIES, Agent
of Company.

: :

There are absolutely no restrictions as to the
class of building one shall erect nor the If ind of
business one shall engage in.

Vice-Pr- e

WM. M BERGER, Secretary.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

The Opening of the "CUT OFF" for through
traffic to the Coast has created a DEMAND
FOR HOUSES.

tent

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican want "ad."
:

trj

Rheumatic poisons are quickly and
surely driven out of the blood with
Dr. Shoop's
Rheumatic Remedy liquid or tablet form. Dr. Shoop's booklet on Rheumatism piainiy and interestingly tells just how this is done.
Tell some sufferer , of this book, or
better stilt, write Dr. Shoop, Racine,
Wis., for the book and free test samples. ' Send no money. Just join with
Dr. Schoop and give some sufferer a
pleasant surprise. Stripling, Burrows
& Co.

CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY, ST, LOUIS, DENVER,
::
EL PASO, MEXICO AND CALIFORNIA.

S25
ELKS

TO

CALIFORNIA
ONEWAY

On

Sle Daily,
April

March 1st to

30 cb, 1909.

GRAND LODGE MEETING, July 11th-18t1909. Comence saving your dollars
now and go via the "SANTA FE,"

h,

Reduced Round Trip" Rates to

CALIFORNIA, MEXICO
CITY, PHOENIX AND

THE GRAND CANYON

For'Inlormation, Time Tables'and Santa Fe Literature
Call at City Ticket Office. "CatronBlock" East Side of Plaza
H. S. LUTZ,
Agent.

THE SANTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

It

SATURDAY

APRIL

3,

1909.

SOCIAL AND PERSONAL brate
there

QUANTITY
& QUALITY

PHONE
NO. 92.

PHONE
NO. 92.

HAMS AND BACON
'e will sell tomorrow OX R to each person
only at pricesthat will be a surprise to you
ARMOUR STAR HAMS
ARMOUR STAR BACONS
HONEYSUCKLE HAMS
HONEYSUCKLE BACONS
MORRELLL IOWA'S PRIDE BACON
You can't
beat these

Phone.

akimg Powder!

lfic

per pound
per pound
per pound
lf)C per pound
2jc per pound
SL'ic
13c

right where the
PRICES goods
are made

from cream
tartar
from grapes, the most
and healthful
all fruit
Tf

Haywatd's Market

No. 92

Palm Sunday. At the Cathedral
will be but two masses, one at
a
(I: ISO and the" other at 9: :30. At the
(Continued From Page Five.)
latter mass the passion will be sung.
District Clerk's Office Moved Dis
.Mrs. Percy Knight and two children
trict Clerk F. C. Wilson tcday moved
will leave tomorrow morning for a his effects out of the office of Su
trip to Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, to preme Court Clerk Jose D. Sena to
visit relatives. Mr. Knight will ac the third floor into rooms occupied
company his family as far as Lamy. as committee rooms by the legisla
On last Thursday, April Fool's day, tive house.
a number of young friends of Mr. Carl
To Build Three Houses Miguel
Bishop popped in upon him surprising Chavez, a resident of Tlerra Amarilla,
him in honor of his birthday anniver has let a contract to G. A.
Dahlgren
sary, The evening was spent in a of La Junta to build three modern
manner highly appropriate for All brick houses next to the residence of
Fools' day and the young people enJudge John R. McFie. It is possible
Made
of
derived
joyed themselves to the fullest extent. that Chavez will in the near futurt
Word was received
from
today
move to Santa Fe.
delisolely
Charles F. Liinimis, the author, of
Potter Here for Safekeeping Cap
cious
of
Los Angeels, that he will arrive in
acids.
tain Fred Fornoff of the Mounted Po
Santa Fe in time to attend the organ
lice arrived last evening from Taos
ization of the board of trustees of the
with Alvin Potter, who is held withSlate Museum on Monday.
Hon.
Min
iMiiniiiii
out bail for the grand jury on the
1
i
mil
1'
rank Springer also writes that he
of having killed Bert C. Pooler
will be here for the meeting and Pro- charge
fessor lidgar L. Hewett of Washing- at, Taos. Potter was brought to Santa the addresses it Includes are those of
DEBATE IS WEARISOME.
ton, D. C, was expected today for Fe for safekeeping.
Hadley of Missouri, and
Died
of
Pneumonia
Helaria Sals many others which are of
the purpose of attending this
especial In(Continued Prom First Page.
do Vigil died Thursday at her home
terest. The volume was carefully
La
Cruz
del Pertigo, eight miles
I. II. Ranp, the architect,
who at
from Santa Fe. The deceased was compiled by Charles C. Catron, sec- represents liberty, progress and civilmakes his headquarters at Santa Fe
ization."
of the Bar Association.
thirty-eighyears of age and left a retary
at present, left this morning for his
Will Come West This Summer.
Holy Faith Church (Episcopal).
Toribio Vigil, three, sons
home in Trinidad, Colo., possessed of husband,
D. C, April 3. Taft
Washington,
Priest-incRev.
A.
R..
and a daughter. Interment was made
Clayboume,
the ideas' of Messrs. C. D. Dilley, W. at Rosario
announced today that he expected to
arge.
this morning.
H. Oodair and J. E. and J. W. Rhea,
Sunday before Easter (Palm Sun- visit the Pacific coast this summer.
Change at First National Jean
who plan to erect an immense busiProtests from Abroad.
Hampel, clerk and collector of the day).
D. C, April 3. The
ness house on their lots on Third First National
Washington,
Litany, Holy Communion and serBank, has resigned.
State
has received numerstreet and Richardson avenue this His place has been taken
Department
11
mon
at
o'clcok.
by Fern-le- y
ous protests ' frorn foreign countries
spring. He will inculcate the ideas
school
Sunday
and
In
will
leave
Wiley. Hampel
morning prayer
in a set of plans and return
concerning the proposed tariff legisthe about two weeks with Captain Wil- at 9:45.
drawings to the builders in about liam Stover, U. S. examiner of surDaily evening prayer and medita- lation affecting manufacturers abroad.
tion at 4:30 p. m., except Wednesday Secretary Knox has replied, saying
thirty days. Roswell Daily Record.
veys, for Paerker, Arizona.
that the correspondence has been
The dollar social given by the LaCreated a Disturbance
On Thur- and Friday.
to the congressional committee.
dies' Aid Society in the parlors of sday night a crowd of boys became
Evening prayer and address, Wed- given
St. John's Methodist Church last eve- engaged in a row in front of Candel-aiio'- s nesday and Fridayat 7:30.
Washington, D. C.,' April .3. In be:
Oil Co.,
Morning prayer on Friday at 10 half of the Walters-Pierc- e
ning was one of the pleasantest
store on San Francisco street.
former Senator Spooner has filed in
events of the season. Each one at causing great disturbance. A number o'clock.
the supreme court a petition for a retending was required to earn a dollar of the participants received black
in some unusual way and then tell eyes and other
hearing of the various cases brought
is
claimed
injuries. It
by the state of-- , Texas against that
the story of his endeavors in rhyme. that such disorders have been very
company and recently decided against
The dollars were earned in many in- frequent of late.
it. It includes the cases involving the
genious ways and the poems brought
Hot Game Yesterday at the High
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
of a receiver, and the
out much latent poetic ability. Light School there was a hotly contested
appointment
New York, April 3. Amalgamated,
one ousting the company from the
refreshments, phonograph music and baseball game between the eighth 751-2- ; Atchison, $1,07
pfd., 104; state and
l
imposing a fine of $1,549,-00eadings by Mrs. K. P. Patterson com- grade and the Freshmen, which ended N. Y. Central, 130
So. Pacific,
for violation of the anti-trupleted the evening's enjoyment, and at the end of the ninth inning in a 1217-8- ;
Union Pacific, 1861-2- ;
Steel, laws. Confiscation is alleged.
the affair financially and socially was score of
to 13. The Freshmen de- 50
113
pfd.,
a decided success.
to
clined
Organized Opposition to Bill.
play another inning, and the
MONEY AND METALS.
Today Miss Green will entertain in game was decided in favor of the 8th
D. C, ; April 3. A
Washington,
New
York. N. Y.. Anril 3. Call
the afternoon in honor of Miss Ma- grades. Anthony J, Luna, the
pitcher money nominal.
of probably forty or fifty Remeeting
rion Bishop, the affair being a card for the Curry Browns, pitched a good
New York, April 3. Prime paper, publican representatives will be held
party and musical. The decorations game for the eighth grade .
3
per cent. Mexican dollars, this afternoon to organize the opposiwill be yellow and white. Beautiful
Company F Meeting A very satis 44 c.
tion to the Payne tariff bill. It will
prizes have been provided for the factory meeting of Company F of the
be
attended by those standing out for
New York, April 3. Lead is quiet,
occasion.
Those invited
were the First Regiment of Infantry of the Na
an
$4.071-24.10- ;
opportunity to vote on, the hides,
Misses Spitz, Ramona Baca, Anita tional Guard wag held last
silver, 50
evening in
lumber,
coat, iron ore and barley
Baca, Schoul, Lamy, Woodson, Rob- the new Armory. The members are
GRAIN, LARD, PORK AND RIBS.
schedules.
ertson, Bean, Boyle, Duval, Christen-sen- , much pleased with their new quarters
3.
Close:
Chicago, April
Thomas, Gutterman, Anita Ber-ger- and enthusiastic in National Guard
Wheat
$1.21
May,
MILLION DOLLAR FIRE IN
Stella Bergere, McFie, Smedly, matters.
Adjutant General R..A. Ford July, $1.08
;
CABLE OFFICE IN CHILE
Jacobs, Grygla, Jaffa, Florence Moore, and
Corn
May, 68c; July, 66
Captain Brakes made an informal
Hughe, Massies, Mrs. R. C. Garrett, visit and
Oats
55
May,
July,
expressed themselves as 481-24Mrs. Carl Bishon. Mrs. Hatch, and
Santiago, Chile, April 3. Fire this
much pleased.
very
Mrs.-D- .
Lusk.
morning
destroyed the cable office in
Pork May and July, $17.90.
Arrested for Vandalism Yesterday
On next Monday Miss Emilia McCalle Huerfanos with a loss of
Lard
five
$10.12
May,
were
arrested by Deputy
boys
July,
Fie will entertain in honor of Miss
Sheriff Alberto Garcia at Galisteo, $10.22
Marion Bishor.
8 and brought to the county
Ribs May, $9,321-2- ;
July, $9.45
General Francis J. Torrance, form- precinct
FOR RENT Furnished room,
9.471-2- .
are
The
with
jail.
boys
charged
er Lieutenant Governor Walter
light, bath. Phone 231.
school windows at Galisteo
WOOL MARKET.
and John Arrott, the owner of breaking
disSt.
with
and
3
the
school
Wool un
Louis, Mo., April
bell,
ringing
the Arrott building. at Pittsburg, in
The boys changed; territory and western mediwhich the New Mexico Central Rail-roa- turbing the neighborhood.
r.re Manuel Sena, Nestor Adams, Juan ums, 18(7S23c; fine mediums, 1720c;
Company has its headquarters,
left for their home at Pittsburg, Penn- Chavez, Juan Leyva and Arculiano fine, llffilTc.
The trial will be held April
LIVE STOCK.
sylvania, on Thursday night, after Montoya.
Kansas
Mo., April 3. Cattl- eCity,
on
spending several days
important
S00,
anReceipts,
Another
Hold
Last
Including 400 southerns.
Up
night
iusiness in this city, The visitors
vere again delighted with Santa Fe's other hold up occurred when two men Market is steady. Native steers, $5.00
climate and attractions and expressed with black handkerchiefs over their ??6.90; southern steers, $4.607)6.25;
native
wonder that the business community faces, at the point of a revolver com- southern cows, $3.004.75;
does not get together to place this manded Ezeklel Cortex and Alberto cows and heifers, $2.756.00; stock-er- s
and feeders, $3.755.60;
climatic superiority and the many lo- Garcia, both local boys, to throw up
bulls,
cal attractions before the world so as their hands. The boys were return- $6.25(5.00; calves, $3.757.50; west
to bring here many mere tourists and ing from a club meeting on Agua Fria ern steers, $4.800.50; western cows,
health seekers than now visit the city. street and were waylaid in the alley $3.505.50.
back of the Guadalupe church. The
Hogs Receipts, '4,000.. Market is
They promised the hearty
t!on of the New Mexico Central in men who held them up are about five strong to 5 cents higher. Bulk of
any movement for the improvement and one half feet tall. After some sales, $6.65 fl 7.00; heavy, $6.907.05;
rf the city.
parley the men to.ld the boys they packers and butchers, $6.757.00;
could go as they were not the parties light, $0.606.90';
pigs, $5.506.OO.
they were looking for.
No sheep receipts.
DAILY WEATHER REPORT
Chicago, 111., April 3. Cattle Re- MINOR CITY TOPICS
Santa Fe, N. M., April 2, 1909.
ceopts, 200; market steady. Beeves,
The maximum temperature was 67 ?4.75(ft7.I0; Texas steers, $4.405.50;
degres at 4:20 p. m.; the minimum western steers, $4.005.50; stockers
temperature was 30 degrees at 5:30 and feeders, $3.505.50; cows and
X
Denver, Colo., April 3. The
a. m.; the mean temperature was 48 heifers, $1.90r?5.60;
calves, $6.00
X weather forecast for New Mex- - X
.50.
degrees; the departure from normal
ico: Generally fair tonight and S was plus 4 degrees; the relative
market
9,000;
.Hogs Receipts,
X Sunday, with stationary temper- - X
at 6 a. m. was 57 per cent; the strong, 5c higher. Light, $6.25(7r!7.05;
attire.
relative humidity at C p. m. was 33 mixed, $fi.75(fi)7.15; heavy, $6.8007.15;
per cent; the relative humidity, aver- rough, $6.80(f?6.90; pigs, $5.756.50;
FOR SALE Household goods. Call age for the day, was 45 per cent. The tulk sales, $7.007.10.-- '
at :U7 East Manhattan avenue.
market
Sheep Receipts 15.000;
lowest temperature during last night
Natives, $3.756.40; westFOR RENT Modern brick house. was 33 degrees. The temperature at steady.
ern, $3.756.50; yearlings, $6.30
Chapelle street. C. A. Bishop.
6 a. m. today was 35 degrees.
7.40:
lambs,
Mrs. Harvey has some good advice
$fi.008.40; western
Deaths at Las Vegas Last eve- lambs, $6.00 8.40.
to every one in her change of ad on
ning's Las Vegas Optic reports the
the fifth page.
in or near Las Ve- IN MEMORY OF LITTLE KARL
WANTED GIRLS Two girls are following deaths
"Rosita,
daughter
PETER WALTER
wanted to work in the bindery at the gas:"
at San
is
dead
Eleuterio
of
Trujillo,
New Mexican office.
Pablo. The father came to town afCurry Browns Play Tomorrow the
(Oonti'ibuted'l
colfki for a neighbor, and, upon I heard a
baby cry In the dark,
Curry Browns will play a baseball ter a,
,
found his own child It was not mine
game against the Cathedral Parochial returning home,
oh, no, not mine.
at
a
Bias
Luna,
patient the Buy my heart uprose to pity its woes,
School. A new first baseman will be a corpse.
asylum from Valencia county, died at And I could not choose, but hark.
tried out.
the institution yetserday morning. I could not sleep till T heard the tone
Passion Week Next week will be Mrs. Maria
Garcia, wife of Juan N. Of a mother, who ministered to her
Passion Week and it will be especialdied in childbirth at La
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ALEXANDER'S GARAGE

SOUTHWESTERN DISTRIBUTOR OF THE MITCHELL,
McINTYRE and ZIMMERMAN 1909 Modela AUTOMOBILES
and COMMERCIAL MOTOR CARS, in shaft or chain drive, in a
variety of prices and styles to suit anyone automobilically inclined.
On the floors of my garage in Santa Fe can be seen the different 1909 models in Touring, Roadster, Runabout and Commercial
Motor Cars, suited to the wants of Doctors, Merchants, Stockmen
and Rancher, in prices ranging from $375 to $2,500, and horse-powfrom 10 to 40.
These models were selected by me at the Chicago Automobile
Show aa representing the best automobile values and best suited to
New Mexico road conditions, from an exhibit of more than eighty
types of cars.
Call or write for literature of the car interested in; also ask for
a road demonstration of the car.
A full line of Auto Supplies and fully equipped Machine Shop
operated in connection with this garage.
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